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Get them into the Nintendo Power

Super Power Club and you’ll pick-up

4 Super Power Stamps! All they need

to do is fill out this form. SHBf&
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ey NP! What’s up? This is

.

'"£* just a short letter and I’m

9 W going to tell you about the

picture included. The big Game Boy
is (believe it or not) made of wood! I

made it in Woodshop and it looks just

as good as the real one. The reason

that the coins are on it is because it’s

a bank! The coin slot plays music
when you put a coin in, too! I’m real-

ly proud of it because it looks so

much like the real thing.

I'd like to see more stuff in the

next Super Power Supplies catalog

like games and T-shirts. Please make
some more of those awesome Club
Calendars and Controller decals

because I think they are so cool! I’m

trying to convince my mom to buy
me some of the other stuff in the cata-

Leejay Ronquillo

Hawthorne, CA

/
think you should have Volumes
1-50 on sale for $50 again. I also

think you should have more mer-

chandise relating to The Legend of

Zelda—A Link to the Past. I think

everything that you have in your
Super Power Supplies catalog is real-

ly cool!
Jason Simonds

Corpus Christi, TX

You're in luck! The second Super
Power Supplies catalog (which all

Super Power Club members received

with this issue) includes more great

Zelda gear. The items that were fea-

tured in the first catalog were so pop-

ular—we had to create some more!

/
recently read Volume 55's
Player’s Pulse. I decided to write

in and give you a few sugges-

tions on what to possibly put into the

next Super Power Supplies catalog.

For starters, I really liked the Yoshi

pocket T-shirt. I ordered one myself

and plan to order a Mario hat. I think

you should make a Yoshi stuffed ani-

mal. I think it would be popular. I

also like the idea of Super Power
Stamps. It’s a great way to save mon-
ey on Nintendo stuff. I think you
should also have a contest in every

magazine for a chance to win 50
Sumps.

Apri| Crowe
Richmond, IN

i

ecenlly, my mother has

developed an interest in

Game Boy. The Game Boy
Player’s Guide review of Super
Mario Land has actually helped me
with my homework by lessening

screams like “Oooh! I jumped on it!”

and ‘‘The seahorse got me!” whenev-

er she plays. The first question she

asked about Link’s Awakening was
“When do I get to kill something?” 1

would like to say that your magazine

is great and keep up the great work!

Sean Daugherty
Mohawk, NY

4ji! I’m Aaron Judd. I took this

L I picture in the catacombs in

Zjr J France. This is the place

where hundreds of Paris residents

were buried. I hope you’ll publish

this to show thousands of Nintendo

Power subscribers how cool it is!

Aaron Judd
Portland, OR

Yeah, Aaron. It’s cool. But what’s

really cool is that you carried
Nintendo Power half of the way
around the world to take the photo!

We d much rather see piles of creepy

bones than the Eiffel Tower or the

Louvre or something really ho-hum
like that. Thanks!

IF YOU’RE IN THE
MOOD TO WRITE,

WE RE IN THE MOOD
TO READ!

The second catalog is out and
we’d really appreciate some
feedback on the Super Power

Stamps. Are you using them?
Or are you saving them and
planning to use them later?

What gives? Waiting to hear

from you

NINTENDO POWER
PLAYER'S PULSE

P.O. BOX 97033
REDMOND, WA
98073-9733
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I’m sending you this photo of Mario

(Markie, age 5) and Mario (Michael,

age 3). We had a Super Mario
Halloween.

What a

trick or
treat! They
were crowd
stoppers at

school, vil-

lage parties

and of
course. Boo
at the Zoo.
Everyone
stopped and pointed saying “It's the

Mario Brothers!" It was such a super

time we had to share it with you. This

photo may end up as our Christmas

card this year!

Mary Jo & Mark Otmaskin
Melrose Park, IL

his past spring (1993) I partici-

paled in the Super Star Fox
J Weekend Competition. It was a

truly incredible experience. After

much practicing (and meeting my final

goal of beating Level 3) I was able to

achieve an unbeatable score. On
Thursday. September 2, my Star Fox
flight jacket arrived, and 1 would like

to say that 1 think it's excellent. I can't

wait for winter to wear it. Thank you

lor holding the Super Star Fox
Weekend Competition, and I am look-

ing forward to the next contest with

eager anticipation. Graig Suarez
Parsippany, NJ

Check if our, Graig. The Nintendo
Powerfest ’94 should he kicking offat

the end of April with 192 local events

nationwide! These events consist of in-

store competitions and large parking-

lot events. Like the original Powerfest,

winnersfrom each event will he invited

to a National Championship. Stay

tunedfor more details!

We've made a few changes to

the Super Power Supplies pro-

gram. The company originally

mm responsible for taking orders,

processing them and shipping
them out, simply couldn't handle

IX, the amount of orders that were
coming in. Consequently, a few
problems arose with some

1 |
orders. I'd like to take this

opportunity to personally apolo-

gize to any Super Power Club
member who experienced a

z f problem with their order. I'm

4^ confident that the steps we've
taken with our new fulfillment

f\ company will ensure that anyV Super Power Supplies order you
Lg place in the future will be han-

died in a manner that represents

Nintendo's long-standing com-
mitment to excellent customer

. . . service! _ .

UJ Gail Tilden
Editor-in-Chief

PHONE DIRECTORY

NINTENDO POWER
SUBSCRIPTIONS 6
CONSUMER SERVICE

1

-
800

-
255-3700

(TDD 1-800-422-4281)

Call for service, general assistance

or to change your address between
4 a.m, and midnight Pacific time,

Monday through Saturday or 6 a.m.

and 7 p.m. Sunday.

French- and Spanish- speaking

representatives are available.

GAME COUNSELING

1

-
206

-
885-7529

(TDD 1-206-883-9714)

Call ourGame Counselors for help between

4 a.m. and midnight Pacific time. Monday

through Saturday or 6 a.m. and 7 p.m.

Sunday. It s long distance, so before you

call, be sure to get permission from $
whoever pays the bill.
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year’s opening day of the baseball season promises

more excitement than ever before when Ken Griffey

Jr. Presents Major League Baseball takes to the field.

MLB delivers major league action in more ways

any previous video baseball game has ever attempted,

when it comes to comparing Griffey MLB to the load

new baseball titles for the Super NES, it clearly takes

of the year honors. This month. Sports Scene

its entire coverage to the game that sets a new
for realistic action, awesome animation, pre-

control and all the options baseball fans

About the only thing Griffey MLB
have is the hot dogs.



VOLUME 59 SPORTS SECTION

GRIFFEY HITS HOME
Redmond, WA—For the past two
years, a team of dedicated baseball

fans and game developers has been
working to create the ultimate video

baseball experience. They began by
looking at the old standbys. Super
Bases Loaded. Super Baseball
Simulator 1.000, and Roger Clemens
MVP. What they found was that the

“...the best Al

of any video

baseball game...”

play and features just didn’t measure

up. The computer players didn't

make smart plays, or the animation

lacked realism, or the game didn't

have the right options.

Ken Griffey Jr. Presents

Sometimes the

lively than it is in

Major League Baseball had to

address all of those issues head on.

You be the judge: real teams and sta-

diums, rosters that can be edited so

they never go out of date, the best AI
of any video baseball game, every

season option you could want includ-

ing the 1994 playoffs, battery back
up, a home run derby, full stats, and

more.

Take on Ken Griffey Jr. to :

who can knock the ball

out of the park the

most times.

1
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THE HOME FIELD

You can play in any ballpark no

matter which teams are used. The
stadiums look like the real thing

and have the actual dimensions

and quirks like the jog in the wall

at Wrigley Field.

WINNING TEAMS
The players and teams in Griffey MLB are

based on actual team stats and reflect the

real strengths and weaknesses of the 28
Major League teams. But you can win con-

sistently with any team in either the Playing

or Managing mode, even one with a losing

reputation. Conversely, choosing the

Blue Jays won't guarantee a win. The jfgjg

most important factor is your skill on 99
the field—hitting, pitching and field- ra
ing. The computer opponent makes
few errors and its decisions are always

instantaneous. If you're playing BS
against another person at a different H
skill level, you can even the odds a bit aSM

by choosing the Auto
Fielding option for one or

both oT you. The second
most important factor is how
you manage your team. How
long do you let a pitcher stay

in the game? Can you put

together a better lineup

before the game? Do you
make smart base running
decisions?

LINEUPS
M anaging is critical in the

Major Leagues and in Griffey

MLB. Although your most solid

players tend to be starters, many
situations arrive that call for a spe-

cialist. When you check your Line

Up and Bench, notice the ratings

for Baiting, Power, Speed and
Defensive ability and choose the

player you need.

BULL PEN
Tt is critical that you make good
.Luse of your Bull Pen. because

every pitcher has a Fatigue (FAT)

factor. When you see a pitcher

panting like a dog, you'd better

pull him off the mound, pronto.

The background color indicates

how hot (red, orange, yellow) or

good a player is overall, but even

cooler (green, blue) players can

have outstanding ratings in some
categories.

1 0 NINTENDO POWER
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PITCHING UP A STORM
O ne of the best things about Griffey

MLB is the instinctive interface

that gives players precision control

over every aspect of the game. In most
situations, the B Button gives you con-

trol over the basic actions like throw-

ing a pitch, jumping for a ball or

swinging a bat. You don't even have to

think about it, so you never feel as if

the computer is running your life or

ruining your game. Speed, Control and Fatigue are the three attributes of every

pitcher. Don't try to burn up the plate if your pitcher is a Control guy with a

medium or low Speed rating. There are three speeds of pitches and the direc-

tional Control Pad lets you
curve the ball practically

into the next county. Your
pitcher also has freedom of

motion on the mound.
Even with great pitching

control, you have to out-

think the batter. Computer
batters seem to pick up on

tendencies, so mixing up
your stuff is essential.

Batters also have tenden-

cies. They’ll like to swing

at anything, so give them
an outside curve. Others
have trouble with a slow

pitch that wobbles over the

plate.

PICK ’EM OFF
While pitching, you’d better

watch out for speed guys on the

bases who may try to steal. The Left

and Right Buttons let you view run-

ners at any base, then push the A
Button before making your throw to

the base where you’re trying to pick

off the runner. Watch the runners'

animation windows carefully to see

how many steps they lead off. If it’s

four steps, you may have a shot at

throwing them out, but it also
depends on the runner’s speed.
Although the computer isn’t usually

daring enough to call for a steal, it

can happen, so keep sharp.

POOPED PITCHERS
Panting pitchers will throw
garbage, much of which will find

its way to the cheap seats in the

stadium in the form of home runs.

Give them a rest and go to your
bull pen quickly.

4*
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Watch the inset radar screen to

see which player is active—the

closest infielder or outfielder to

the ball. Line up the blue player

dot with the ball.

If a defensive player is a step

too slow, push the B Button

when the ball is in front and

he’ll dive for it. If the ball is

overhead, he’ll jump up.

NINTENDO POWER EXAMINER APRIL 1994

PLAY THE BALL
G riffey MLB gives players the

most realistic fielding control of

any video baseball game—the tough-

est part of any simulation. The prob-

lem with many baseball games comes
in switching from the close perspec-

tive of the pitching view to the medi-

um or long range fielding view. In

Griffey MLB, the transition is smooth

because you follow the flight of the

ball. What you must remember is to

move the designated defensive player

by keeping an eye on the inset radar

in the lower right part of the screen. If

the hit is a fly ball, you’ll also see a

blue X on the Field where the ball will

land. Move your player to the center

of the X and he'll make the catch.

Line drives to the outfield are more

Move to the center of the X to make the catch.

Don't let the ball get past you and don't run into the

wall. Either mistake could be the knockout punch.

“...the most realistic

fielding control of any video

baseball game...”

difficult to defend. Some shots are so

well placed that no outfielder could

ever get to them to make the catch. In

that case, try to get in front of the ball

to stop it. If you have to run it down,

the batter will probably take an extra

base. Even more important than sim-

ply fielding the ball is making smart

plays. Just as in real baseball, you
should try to throw out the lead run-

ner and make double plays to end an

inning quickly.

STRATEGY WINS
If you have to move a baseman out

of position to make a play, one of

the other players will cover the

base. In some cases, you don't have

to do anything at all. For instance,

the catcher will always run down a

pop foul if you don't interfere. At

the major league level and in

Griffey MLB. baseball becomes as

much a game of the mind as of the

body.

think about it, so you have to be
prepared. Always know where the

lead runner is and how many outs

you have. Luckily, you can rely on

Griffey MLB's computer con-
trolled teammates to make the

smart play.

Decide on your strategy before

the pitch. Do you try to get an

out to end the inning or do you
have to stop a scoring run? The
play unfolds too quickly to let you

I

12 NINTENDO POWER
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IT’S A SLUG FEST

TIMING
Time your swing to place the ball

left, center or right. For instance,

a lefty swinging late will put it in

left field. A square hit sends it to

center.

THE PICKLE

|

TAG AND RUN
Don’t expect the outfielder to

mess up the catch. Stick around to

tag up before heading for home,

especially when the ball has a

long way to go.

because you can time the hit early or

late to place it anywhere on the field.

Once you're on base, you can
choose to steal, stand pat, tag up and

run or just wait until the bases are full

so that the runner automatically pro-

gresses. You can lead off as many
steps as you want, but the further you

What makes Griffey MLB such a

great batting simulation is the per-

spective and animation. The batter is

very large, so you feel as if you're in

the action. The depth perspective on
the pitcher and the ball is also realis-

tic so that you can judge when to

swing the bat. That's what matters.

If the runner is fast take a long lead, then sprint and

slide I

go, the riskier it gets. The most
important part of base running is the

Speed rating of the runner. If he’s a

track star, you can often get an extra

base on an outfield drive or steal one.

Slow players shouldn't get greedy.

B atting in Griffey
MLB may be the

most impressive part of

the game because the

play control is so much
better than in other
video baseball games.
With a little practice,

you’ll be able to place

the ball just like the pros

do. Any of the computer

players can hit the ball,

but placing it so you get

on base takes skill.

Computer pitchers

aren’t likely to walk
you, so wait for the good pitch and
make it count. Use all your options.

If you have one or no outs and a man
on base, you can move him forward

with a bunt and get him into scoring

position.

“...you’ll be able to

place the ball

just like the pros do...”

Great animation and play control make Griffey MLB
an offensive hit

VOLUME 59 13



Montreal's starting outfield of #33, #9 and #18 is

strong in every rated category. On the bench, #5

and #37 can step in with strength. The pitching

staff is strong all down the line.

OFFENSE1

The Mets have no outstanding talent in any rated

area, offensive or defensive. In fact, they have only

one player rating a ten in any category. That means
that winning with the Mets is more of a challenge.

nrrrnTrrf i' m| defenseI

14 NINTENDO POWER

NATIONAL
SCOUTING

Sports Scene has scoured the game to bring you scout-

ing reports on all the teams. Each report shows the

best players on each team at four skills: Pitching,

Batting, Speed (Running), and Defense. You can

NL EAST
If you go by averages, the Marlins, Pirates and

Cards would be taking the pennant, but averages

don’t tell the whole story. The Phillies and Braves

both have hot players that can do it all. Even the

Mets can be winners in Griffey MLB.

High batting averages result in strong Batting

ings for most of the Phillies, but their defense and

speed are not quite as good. Pitching is strong

with many players boasting high Fatigue ratings.

OFFENSE DEFENSE

RMo'

mm
A strong bench and two exceptional players in the

starting lineup give the Pirates a winning chance
in any game. Player #3 rates 10s in both Batting

and Defense. Pitt pitching is fairly average.

OFFENSE io
I DEFENSE

SI. LOWS

Five of the Cards starting lineup have super bat-

ting and fielding skills: #1, #25, #22, #23 and #3.

Keep these guys in the game and serve up son

awesome pitching with #39, #31, #43 and #42.

OFFENSEF^M 10

1

DEFENSE IT 1 10
1



LEAGUE
REPORT
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AMERICAN
SCOUTING

Sports Scene’s scouting reports are derived from the

game ratings that are available to you in the listings of

individual players when you go into the Line Up and

BulJ Pen options. The Offense number combines the

AL EAST
Although the Blue Jays have taken the World
Series in the real world for the past two years, the

competition in the AL East remains intense with

the Yankees and Tigers in close pursuit. The Red
Sox and Orioles provide more of a challenge.

L

Don't expect to overpower anybody with the Tiger's

hitting. Player #3 is very consistent but has little

power, which is pretty much the story ot the whole
team. In the bull pen. use #16 as your starter.

16 NISII SDO POWER

The Blue Jays have both speed and hitting power
on their lineup. #33 being the only average player

of the starters. The bench has little to offer.

Toronto also has a good mix of pitchers.
400 ft.



*****

LEAGUE
REPORT
Batting and Power ratings while Defense is simply an

average of the Defense rating. You’ll notice that the

range of difference is fairly narrow, meaning that any
team can be a winner.

VOLUME 59 17
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Answer hails and sel your course to distant star sys-

tems at the comm/nay console. Once you've high-

lighted your destination, remember to push the B
Button.

Access information about the Star Fleet, planets and

other subjects through the ship's computer. You’ll

also find the Password save feature in this area.

Set ship resources to your battle systems: weapons and shields

to withstand enemy attacks. After fighting, immediately go to

Engineering to repair as much damage as possible.

Much of the data base on board the Enterprise

won t affect your missions one way or the other

S TRANSPORTER ROOM
Choose Away Teams then beam them down to then-

mission sites. Selection of team members can be criti-

cal. Geordi and Data are particularly versatile.

SENSORS ENGINEERING SYSTEMS
Sensor readings tell you about the

conditions on planetary bodies or

ships, like whether there is

breathable oxygen or not.

AT THE HEIM "1 STAR TREK
THE NEXT GENEFtATION 1

Controlling the Enterprise and the Away Teams
will lake some practice. Familiarize yourself with

the different ship's systems on. the bridge so that

COMPUTER DATA COMM/NAV

BRIEFING ROOM
Captain Picard reviews mission data and goals with his

officers in his Ready Room before an Away Mission.

* VOLUME 59 19 . .



^ REPAIR THE ENTERPRISE

Immediately after a battle, go to Engineering and
use the computer to repair the Enterprise comple-

tely. Don't answer the hail until you're healed! It is

quite likely ihat another enemy is waiting.

The constant space battles are

annoying, and if you hail the

enemy, you will probably surren-

der automatically. Your chances

of going free increase if you have

been merciful to past enemies. It's

best to light until the enemy hails

you. then answer the signal.

TACTICAL

TIPS
Keep your strongest shields*

toward the enemy. Phasers only

work in the closest two grids, so stay close. Some
captains prefer sitting still and spinning. Attack

with replenished torpedo tubes and Phaser banks.

REGULATIONS
Star Fleet regulations prohibit the use of excessive

force in battle. That means that if enemies want to

surrender, you’d better let them do it. Don't ever

ignore an enemy's hail.



Your journey begins when a distress signal from Vulcan ar-

chaeologist Dr. T'Lirus is received from her dig on Codis Mu
VI. Romulans have attacked the ancient site and are threaten-

ing her work. You must frighten off the Romulans and protect

the important research going on down on the planet.

CODIS MU
SYSTEM

2 DR. T'LIRUS IS UNDER ATTACK

Stun the attacking Romulans and of the ruins. Once you find her. shi

look for the archaeologist in the rear can return to her vital work.

CODIS MU REDUX

Later in the game you'll have to return to Codis Mu with

an ancient device called the Tavad. Dr. T'Lirus will hav^
information about the mysterious IFD.

Once you Jiave the Tavad from Mission 2. you'll need lo return

system and give it to Dr. T'Lirus.

MISSION 1:

•

liiJfJF17 isTB THE NEXT GENERATION

acc



The alien vessel has no power when you first

arrive. In the darkness. Geordi has the

advantage ofbeing able to see with his special

visor. Without Geordi. you'll be blind.

NINTENDO POWER

3 SWITCH THE ROBOTS OFF

In the fore and aft areas, you'll be attacked by. robots

that materialize out of wall panels. Turn off the security

at nearby consoles to deactivate

the panels. There's also a central %\\%
computer that controls all robot

x%

panels., if you can find it.

Look for two circuit breakers in the cup-

boards near the rear of the room. The break-

ers will fit in the two holes on the power

switch wall.

2 CIRCUIT BREAK

Choosing Away Teams carefully

is crilical. Some crew members

like Geordi have special skills.

ORIENTIS

ALPHA SYSTEM

1 EORDl S VISOR



FIX THE COMPUTER

Several circuit boards in the central scattered throughout the ship. Col-

computer have been damaged, lect the pieces and lit them into the

Replacement boards can be found panel to complete the circuit.

61
! SYSTEMS BACK ON LINE

Connect the energy tanks

where the symbols match the

wall symbol, then push the red

ignition button and the ship's

computer and engines will

come back on line.

THE EUNACIANS AWAKE AND SPEAK

Restoring the ship’s systems also wakes up
the alien crew—the Eunacians—who’lell m

strange tale about the Integrated Field De-
randomizer and how they sent this poten-

tially omnipotent machine into the future.

The grateful Eunacians present the Enterprise

with their Tavad. a device which will become
useful to you later in the game . .

VOLUME 59 22,
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Now Star l icet command will apprise you of

situation on Orientis

Gamma 1 1 IB. a mining
moon where ten miners

are trapped below the - •'

syrface. Use Data.

because he doesn't

ORIENTIS SYSTEM

^fcsBes£s®3£

..—
. JO % 4 P

A ;£*. *: *j H. ‘M

1 OXYGEN

Be sure to activate the oxygen

supply on each level of the

mine before freeing the min-

ers. Data is the man of the

hour.-

2 A BLAST OF PHASER POWER

Certain areas of the mines have been obstruction so you can search the areas

blocked by wooden walls while other beyond. Keep track of your progress on
areas are separated b\ stone. Use the the maps of the mines or you may end

hand phaser to blast a hole through the up lost in the maze.

ihjt&urik



cocoons around the hapless min-

ers. I Ise your hand phaser to burn
through the cocoons and Iree the

miners. Make sure the air is

turned on.

3 PON T SHOOT THE COCOONS
STAR TREK:

THE NEXT GENERATIONIP
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PLAK ATTACK? DR. T'LIRUS

You'll find Ihe current password when you reach a Star Base, then

access your computer Write down your password and double chdEk it .

HAPPY HAVEN B
Daimon Radny has the key to unscrambling

the Rontulan communiques, but he'll want

something valuable in return. In Fizaal’s.-

however. the clientele is anything but forth-

coming. It will lake a special effort by a parti-

cular member of the crew to draw out the

inforrfiation you need.

CODIS ZETA PASSWORDS

t this Star Base you'll learn that Daimon
adny has arrived ahead of you. Your deal-

ings with Radny and others begin a series

of trades that will result in getting the

After finishing each mission, return to one ofthe three Star

Bases and save your game so you don't have to repeat steps.



STAR TREK:

THE NEXT GENERATION

TRUST TROI

Counselor Troi's Betazoid talents at

telepathy will pave the way for a deal

between the Enterprise and the Ferengi

Dairnon. Take

Troi lo the bar

and she'll lead Eif:»;&: L I
you to Radny.

Radny doesn't strike as lough a deal as you might
think. All he wants is for someone lo buy his

sonic impactors. You just have to find a buyer.

The Federation freighter Nakatomi has sent out

an S.O.S. and the Enterprise must go to the aid of

the ship and crew, which has come under attack.

Set your course immediately for

Tytris lota I to save the Nakatomi

Irom destruction at the hands of

unknown alien fortes.

Once the miners have the sonic impactors. they’ll give

you precious nuggets ofore that will power the Tavad
and’ force the appearance of the Integrated Field

Deranflomi/er—the awesome weapon of the ancient

S'enatorius. Now the IED will send you on a new
guest, and a test of the metal of human-kind.

-y-y / v
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Hi Tech Expressions' latest title

brings Mickey and Minnie to the

Super NES in a game designed to

entertain and challenge junior

mouseketeers. five different Disney char-

acters challenge young players to solve
problems by recognizing and matching
objects, reproducing sound sequences
and using basic reasoning skills. Flayers
can opt to be either Mickey or Minnie in

this one-player puzzler that should prove
to he fun for its infpnrlprl nnHipnrp

GOOFY

WHAT'S SHAKING?
Mickey dreams of traveling to a castle in a

far-off land, where the residents are constant-

ly tormented by earthquakes. When the

palace guard tells Mickey that they don’t

know what’s causing the quakes, he sets

out to get to the bottom—or top—of
things. On his quest, he must meet

the challenges set forth by the

different characters he meets.

The difficulty of the challenges

and the kinds of clues

they give depend on
which of the three diffi-

culty settings the player

selects before be-

ginning.

Goofy is in the blacksmith’s shop, killing

time while waiting for more metal. He’ll chal-

lenge Mickey by making him guess the order of

the tools in his box. He gives lots of clues in the

easiest mode but only hints at the right answer at

the more difficult settings.

You'll gel several chances to choose the right combination and order ol

^tools. In the easy mode. Goofy highlights correct guesses ^
28 NINTENDO POWER



Donald is practicing magic spells. When he
accidentally shrinks Mickey, the mini-mouse
must push potions through a magic mirror.

Nearsighted Horace, working in the

palace library, has lost his glasses

and needs help sorting books alpha-

betically. If Mickey can help him
shelve the books in the right order,

he’ll earn a reward of pure gold.

Al Ihe easy level, players find

alphabet sequences. At the

difficult level, they find letters

that complete words.

The nephews can’t open the draw-
*

bridge. Mickey helps by following the pattern of

the pumps, jumping on them in the order that

they light up.

Mickey must watch and listen as the pumps sound and light up. then

he jumps on them in the same order to make the drawbridge open.

wearing the

:lp dusting off the

y. It’s like a game
t off matching sets

e the candle burns

HORACE

7 HUEY. DEWEY & LOUIE

DAISY
WHAT CAN BE CAUSING
ALL OF THESE
EARTHQUAKES?^

MICKEY’S

ULTIMATE CHALLENGEDONALD DUCK

HORACE
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A TARNISHED
It’s a sad situation when you don't dare venture outside of your

home in the daytime. But that’s exactly what Neo New York citi-

zens face in the year 2097. An intimidating rogue named Raptor

and his menacing mutating Morphs have

corrupted the city and taken over Neo
New York. Many other key locations

throughout the country have fallen to his

minions as well. Activision’s newest Sup-
er NES game will bring out the hero in

you as you fight to regain control of Neo
New York and ultimately uncover the

dastardly plot of world domination.

FUTURE

PSYKO SOUNDS
Psykosonik. a techno-pop quartet, laid down
the tracks to back up X-Kaliber 2097. Their

tunes provide an edge for the action game.



This is the mightiest blow of them all,

the Inter-dimensional Energy Boltl

2-PLAYER
X-Kaliber 2097’s 2-player mode is a pretty cool

option and really adds some value to the game!
It’s an action game . . . with a twist. A street

fighting contest, featuring Slash and six other

bosses, makes up the 2-player game. This option

could almost be a game on its own!

The hero of the game has three

different attacks with X-Kaliber and

can defend himself extremely well.

This Blanka-type beast is slow of

foot but carries a powerful, long

sword. He has a long-range attack, too!

He only fires his gun until his rival

beats the skin off of him. then he

can really do some major damage.

Attacks with his cane and his lop

hat are Kane’s favorite moves. He’:

quite quick, considering his girth.

The mad doctor is kind of wimpy
until he takes damage and mutates

into a Hying, stinging, giant insect.

With his tremendous jumping

abilities. Spuke can somersault right

at his opponent and cause major pain.

Raptor isn't quite as powerful as

Slash and X-Kaliber. but he may be

a bit quicker than his twin brother.

The 2-player game option also

allows each competitor to choose

the same fighter. Of course, each

fighter wears a different color so

you can tell them apart. Who will

be the champion?

A jumping, overhead slash takes out flying ene

in the blink of an eye. An excellent technique!



I fSTfT Swi
The first section of Stage 1 is short and extremely easy, but th<

second section is more difficult. There you'll happen across group:

of gun turrets in the hallways. Slash them quickly! Green toxii

waste drips from the ceilings in some
places. These are two things that you
should definitely try to avoid!

Break open any and all Energy

Storage Devices like this one.

Valuable items are always withii

The first section of Stage 2 is almost laughably

easy. The challenge factor is really lacking here.

while more interestingThe second section,

because of the staircases, is almost as easy. There are quite a few Energy Storage Devices along

the way up the stairs, but it's only necessary to go after them if you need to recover lost energy.

You should be able to make it to the lop of the building in seconds. Just lake turns slashing on the

mini bosses located at the top of the building. They’re easy, too.



Jump over and attack the

Morph that you meet in the

hallway when it charges at you.

The battle should end quickly.

Do not allow this fire to touch

you. Two touches and you can
consider yourself a goner. Move
quickly to the right to avoid a

painful burning sensation.

The fire is spreading. Jump out of the way
quickly. Slash!

Back Tattoo up into a corner

and let him have it with your

strongest attack move. But do
it only at close

|
range or lie'll Hi||(
jump over and
attack you.

gun shots and swat Chainsaw

clear to do so. He'll soon lose

\
L

cjBt )

s ii; 5 a*5* 0 1
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DOUGS « DESTROY

STAGE 6

KRUX: THE
ESSENCE OF EVIL
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trious

This mini boss drops down on

either side of the elevator. Pick

a side, crouch down and slash.

Guessing wrong could be fatal.SCISSOR
HANDS
Like a spinning top, this mini boss

(whirls around and tries to slice

Slash into fine pieces. Frappe, I

presume, is the setting. Crouch

^down and swing X-Kaliber stead-

ily to counteract the shots that

i come from the blue boss. Keep

swinging for a hit!

Send the spinning top-like boss reeling with

a shot from good ol
-

X-Kaliber!

At last, the difficulty level and intensity

level of the game begins to pick up! The
series of elevator platforms and flying

enemies can provide quite a test. It can

be frustrating as well because if you

jump, get bumped and fall, you could end

up basically starting your upward climb

over again. Be sure to use the overhead

slash move on flying enemies.

34 NINTENDO POWER
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Legendary bounty hunter Samus Aran is

back for her third ecounter with the mys-
terious Metroids in the biggest Super
NES adventure yet! The space pirates of

Zebes have rebuilt their fortress and it's

up to Samus to bring the house down.



MISC

MORPHING
BALL

BOMB
SPRING BALL

SCREW
ATTACK

Super Metroid brings Samus Aran back to Planet Zebes, where the

NES Metroid mission took place. But this planet is a world apart

from the original setting. The
graphics are detailed and diverse

and. while some of the opening

areas will look familiar, this

game covers a lot more ground.

There are six huge areas along

with a ton of new enemies and

special items.

' :63W V
W-. - P*
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BEAMS SUITS
VARIA

SUIT

GRAVITY
SUIT

CHARGE
ICE
WAVE
SPAZER
PLASMA

BOOTS
HI-JUMP
BOOTS

SPACE JUMP
BOOTS

SPEED
BOOSTER



SPEED BOOSTER

With the Speed Booster. Samus can sprint across

flat areas with blurring speed, vaporizing enemies

and obstacles along the way.
' Zebesian tunnels cannot be seen by the naked

rhis device reveals hidden passages.

GRAPPLING BEAM
TOUCH
& GOBOOSTER

BLAST

When Samus
jumps up to some

flat surfaces, she can hang on for

a fraction of a second, change her

direction and jump again.

sprbhg

When Samus rolls^ into the Morphing

Ball shape, she can use the

Spring Ball to jump up and into

high, narrow passages.



Planet Zebes has six huge sections, each

with a different style and population of

evil beings. The following pages include

early maps of the areas to give you an

idea of how big the planet will

be. In the final version of the

game, the maps may be slight-

ly different from what you see

here. As you explore, you’ll

' VwB continue to find hidden pas-

sages and new areas.

Norlair Zebesians lire lasers from their

-

ai«i]
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Super Missiles are hidden in

the catacombs ol Brinstar.

Brinstar is rich with foliage and deadly

insects. Some of the plants are deadly.

The wrecked ship is an

ancient rocket run

aground.
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You may be familiar with the Time Trax television series. Now
you can take a look at the game, courtesy of Malibu Games.
This is possibly the finest game that Malibu Games has

released. Overall, it’s a well-executed action game with great

play control.

The graphics in Time Trax are quite

good, making good use of foreground

and background elements.
Time Trax consists of eight levels. All are side-scrolling. With the exception of Level 4

and Level 6 where you ride a motorcycle and a jet ski. respectively, it’s all platform

action. One aspect that we're happy to point out is that

Time Trax is not an easy game. Yes. it's a fairly intuitive

game and is easy to control, but the

difficulty level, even when set on t.-TL-

Easy, is elevated when compared to ^
other platform action games. Even

though the stages are not extremely

long, there are enough distractions

along the way to hold your interest. ^ Time Trax makes good

use of its license and

introduces the story with

cool cinema scenes.
The action is broken up

nicely with stages that

include jet skiing

p15
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Lambert help throughout his

mission He must ttusi her

FUGITIVE RETRIEVAL

The current year is 2193. Darien Lambert, the main character in Time Trax. is

sent back to 1993 to apprehend crooks working for Dr. Mordicai Sahmbi.a brilliant

scientist turned criminal. Using his martial arts skills. PPT weapon and a mind-
control technique called Time Stalling. Lambert must transport the criminals

back to the present—and
to justice. If his mission . ,. .

fails, the present, as he
I |

Imil
knows it, will cease to [1*^*1
exist. — a

TIME TRAX

Unclaimed by his

IE?P=H rt

StlMA. a computet generated

Lambert's present, and his

luture depend upon what ha

can accomplish in the past

Uncover and collect the letters that

spell SELMA to increase Lambert's

energy. Sometimes they are out in

the open -sometimes they are hid-

den. Having the maximum amount of

energy in reserve will be crucial, es-

pecially in the last levels of Time Trax.

Or. Sahmbi developed the

process which allows

lime travel to occur

VILLAINS IN TIME

FLAMETHROWERS I



COLLECTIBLE ITEMS j
© gold token® food

MEGA CRUSH

3 1-UP @ "EXTRA" LETTERS y COMBAT POWER-UP

® HEART0 "SELMA" LETTERS fj PPT POWER-UP

This stage consists ofan upper and lower level. The path to the exit isn’t difficult to

determine, but there are a few tricky spots. Watch for cracks in the floor and ceil-

ing. Lambert can jump through these areas to find secret caches of Power-Ups and
other items. The spiders in the foreground webs will jump at you when you run
past. Just stomp on them. _

Lambert's second attempt at locating the evil

Mo Sahmbi leads him to the doctor's labora-

tory. Numerous armed and dangerous lab

technicians will harass you along the way, as

will many deadly security lasers. Time Stal-

ling will be a big asset during this stage

because some of the lasers fire very quickly.

will

Hr \ v/if
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TIME TRAX

'rowm^-

Jump and swing from the

laser s tracks while shooting

or kicking the big gun and

avoiding the laser blasts.

——
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TO UNDERGROUND
CHAMBER
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To get rid ol the more steadfast laser This laser turret shoots really fast, so

turrets, you will be better off with this Time Stall it and blast it to bits! Be

'

effective, increase the dosage! directly under the turret.
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The Smilhsonian Institute, one of America's most historically significant struc-

tures. is being invaded by bombers. They’re planting explosive devices all over one

of the buildings. Lambert must make his way through the hallways of the Institute

and reach the end. As you approach the bombers, use caution because they will

usually be laying bombs when you approach. Once an explosive device is set.

there's no way to diffuse it—just stay away until it explodes, then move in.
II Lambert moves in closer than this when a

bomb explodes, he’s likely to take a hit. Stun the

green-uniformed creeps first.

Lambert lakes to the streets ofWashington, D.C. riding a super-charged cycle.

Armed with an automatic weapon and his fast reflexes, Lambert tangles with a

chopper on a high speed run! The danger not only comes from above, but from ^
the front, too. Robotic laser turrets are dropped out in front ofLambert's cycle.

Aim your gun toward the front to take these nuisances out. When they

explode, pop a wheelie to avoid taking any damage. A wheelie is also the way

to access the Power-Up icons for your gun as they float by.

Lambert must damage the entire underbelly of the

chopper if he wants to see it take a dive and

1
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With statues and enemies in your way. To retrieve the prized contents of this silver container, you first have to

It's difficult to avoid this spiked carl as make it appear. Move the statue over to the right and then jump up to the

it chases you down the hallway Don't lefl of the container to make it appear. Use the dinosaur skeleton's neck ti

stand around for too long! jump up to the container. You have to move very quickly!

iP** 1 EXIT

Deadly traps and pitfalls will test

Lambert as he makes his way
through the jungle-like forest.

Jumping from ledge to ledge and

dealing with a myriad ol enemies is

in the cards for Lambert

im 'am yjui

CRANE 2
OPERATDR
Jump over the giant hook and then kneel

down and shoot at the operator's controls. Ii

may appear that you aren't doing any

damage at first, but just keep shooting —

you'll break through sooner or later!

pucnioa s: BUILDING SlTf^
A skyscraper under construction is the site ofa meeting between Lambert and
one of Dr. Mo Sahmbi's top agents of destruction. It is in this location that the

difficulty really increases. There are many jumps that require precise footing.

The enemies are stronger, too! The goons with the flame throwers are extra

tough. Stand back and shoot them with your PPT to stun them before moving
in for hand-to-hand combat. Rescue the hostages while you're at it.

,4_ :& GIRRER

_ MARNESS
\ <!»'_ lift '

i

4
__ To gel these items, Lambert must

b; first take out a flame thrower

. HKgspi and then stand on the very edge

:'
| |

of the lower girder and make the

jump to the higher one.
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combat simulator that’s a cut above the competition. Every element of the

graphics has been painstakingly detailed and researched. Digitized images of

the enemy Mig-29s and missiles create a smooth, realistic flight experience.

When you engage enemies, the HUD accurately tracks them and locks-on

when they are within your missile

range. The view out of the cockpit is

fast moving, allowing you to rotate

your F-14 Tomcat quickly in any di-

rection during a dogfight. The con-

trol is accurate and easy to handle

with a little practice. The quick re-

sponse to your commands adds to

the entire effect, giving you a realis-

tic flying experience. Early in the

game, the missions seem almost too

easy because of the superior play

control, but with 19 different mis-

sions, the combat gets tough soon
enough!

Each mission is unique, so be sure lo read your mission

orders before you hit the flight deck.
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•Hostile environment
The No-Fly Zone is considered a combat situation. Pilots under-

stand that it is a free-fire zone, where all unidentified aircraft are to be consi-
dered hostile. All of your enemies are flying Soviet built Mig-29s and are well
versed in aerial combat. With nearly 20 different

missions and two different difficulty levels, arm-
chair pilots will be racking up the flight hours in

no time at all. Write down passwords in case you
have to bail out!

You'll have lo complete both air and ground attacks before this w
enemy is dangerous. Sometimes you win. sometimes you don't!

When you’re flying against multiple enemy fighters, it’s very important to
keep an eye on your tail. It is very easy for a pilot to become distracted by one
enemy, only to be hit from behind by another. To prevent this from happening

B

io you, watch your radar screen carefully.

You can also keep an eye on your enemy
when he flies past by pressing the L or R

"Vj Buttons. This will give you a quick view
out the back of the cockpit.

Si

THE ENEMY
NEVER SLEEPS

Keep an eye on your enemy when he is on
your tail. If he starts to fire, bank quickly!

You'll have to stBy close to your enemy at

night. It's tough to see in the dark!

Stay below your enemies in the evening. It's

easy to lose them against the water.

In the high-tech world of computers and
radar screens, war is not just a daytime activ-

ity. In order lo win this war, you will need to

successfully pilot your aircraft through many
kinds of conditions, at any hour of the day.

While you might be able to spot enemy air-

craft on a clear sunny day, you will need to

rely on your radar screen to help you see
them at night. Trust your missiles when you
can't gel the enemy lined up in your gun
sights.

WATCH YOUR TAIL

On a clear day it's easy to locate and destroy the

enemy from groat distances.



HT TRAINING
Before a pilot ever even sees the flight deck, he these flying tips before you take off. All the basics of mili-

goes through many hours of training. Unfortunately, you tary combat are covered, but you’ll still need to practice to
won’t have the opportunity to train and will fly directly perfect them. These are multimillion dollar weapons
into battle. To improve your chances in the air, check out you’re flying, so be careful!

Enemy attacks are limited in the first four stages, so use this time to

learn the ins and outs of offensive combat.

I
WEAPON
SELECTION

Taking off on a sortie, your F-14 is

armed with a 20mm cannon and a

variety of missiles. Use the X Button

to switch between yolir weapons sys-

tems, making sure to use the most
appropriate weapon for the job.

All of your weapons have limilad usage, so be

careful when you fire them. Don't waste ammunition!

radar love
The F-14 Inmcal IvikTun I mm the use uf __

v-u ~
the \W\( ‘S lone

|
sing the Select Button while in Might. Mu
AWG-9 short range radar will track the * II

enemy when you close in for the attack.

LOCK ’N ROLL
When an enemy flies by you, perform You'll be facing the opposite direction,

an Immelmann Roll by pulling back with the enemy in your sights. This
on the stick and turning a half-roll. classic move works great!

Take out the first plane and let the Pull the stick straight back to get Destroy the plane while you're

second fly past you. your enemy in your sights. upside down, then flip back over.

Beginning with Mission 5, the enemy’s attacks get stronger. You’ll
r need to defend against the hostile fire in order to stay airborne!

I
CHAFF &
FLARE

TIME TO
RUN

SUB
WARFARE

Use chaff and flares to divert mis-

siles that are on your tail. If you spot

a missile, press L or R to look over

your shoulder, then hit the A Button
when the missile gets close.

Watch behind you for the incoming missile, then drop

the flares when it closes in,

If an enemy missile is on your tail

and you are out of chaff, running is

your only option. Hold the B Button
and press Up on the Controller to

kick in the afterburners. When the

danger has passed,

slow down or you will

run out of fuel.

Beginning with Mission 6, the ene-

mies will start deploying submarines
equipped with antiaircraft missiles.

While you can’t destroy these power-

ful weapons, you can avoid their at-

tacks by watching your

AWACS radar and stay-

ing away from them.

When fhe missile closes in on you, hit the after-

burners and it will fly right past you.

Stay away from the enemy submarines. They will fire

on you if you fly too close!
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MISSION OBJECTIVES TURN AND BURN

After you learn how to down the enemy Mig-29s, you will targets. As the war progresses the ground targets will

need to destroy other targets as well. Each of these mis- begin to fire back at you. You may even be destroyed if

sions will give you an idea how to handle the different you’re not careful!

j If you are unable to completely ;*

5 destroy the target on the first ;

; pass, quickly circle around and ;

5 go after it again. Slowing your 5

5 aircraft down will help you to $

5 keep on target. 5

MISSION 4
In Mission 4 is the first time
you’re instructed to attack a

ground unit. Select the object on
the AWACS radar, then fly over

it. When you engage the objec-

tive, aim at the enemy gunposts.

Islands don't move, so slow down whan you make your

strafing run so it will bo easier to destroy the target

MISSION 5
The enemy radar plane is the first non-

combat aircraft you will encounter.

Aim for the engines when you are

attacking it. When both engines are

on fire, the plane will fall out of sight.

MISSION 12
Attacking a ship is very similar to

attacking an island. Aim for the

enemy gunposts when you start your
strafing run. Your mission will be

complete when they are all destroyed.

»MID-AIR REFUELING
Engaging the enemy Migs will quickly

drain your fuel, especially if you use

your afterburners. Luckily, the carrier

is equipped with an A-6 Fuel Tanker.

It will automatically be deployed
when you run low on fuel, but you can
only refuel once during a mission. Be
sure to lower your speed before trying

to hook up.
Select the tanker on the radar

map, then catch up with it

LANDING
Landing on the carrier is fairly easy once you have learned

how to do it. Lower your speed as you approach the carrier,

then center the runway on your screen. Don’t try to nose

your aircraft down or

you’ll crash into the

flight deck.

If you stay centered on the

carrier and cut your speed, you

should land without any

problems.
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TUPPER

Pinball Dreams, by Gametek gives play-

ers four different games to choose

from. The games are played from a

top viewpoint, so the screen

scrolls to keep the ball in view.

Players can select from several dif-

ferent options, including a con-

troller setup feature.

%%iiL

Super Pinball by American

Tecnos gives pinball fans

three different games to

choose from. All of the

games are played in a

unique perspective

view that allows

you to see the

entire play

field at once.

MULTIPLE
CHALLENGES

Up to eight players can test their

skills at the same time, or a single

player can test his mettle against all

three machines in the Conquest
Mode. All three games have similar

scoring setups, but different difficulty

ratings. Choose the game that best

fits your skill!

Space travel is the theme behind the

Ignition game, and like the title

implies, the ball moves like a rocket!

Hitting the drop targets in the upper

corners lights up the letters. When
you spell IGNITION the high scores

really take off.

COMPETITION
1PLAYER
CONQUEST
NOBODY CAN BEAT ME

EXIT

• it i 's 'ja: , .Vi9W American Tectinos. Inc ®21st Century Entertainment LTD 1993 Licensee by Gametek.
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Wizard is a very challenging game:

not for the faint at heart! The play

field is fairly wide open, so if you hit

the ball too hard, it may come back

before you can catch it.

Jolly Joker is the easiest of the three

games. It only lakes 60 million points

to beat it in the Challenge Game, so

aim for the Mystery Ramp to increase

your score quickly.

aim I

Blackboard and Ironmen is a medium
challenge for pinball fans. It will take

120 million points to win the
Challenge Game, so try to spell

GOLD and shoot for the bonus!
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From AqENT #772

Game Credits
Working your way through all of the levels of Super
Empire Strikes Back can be very challenging, especially

when you take on Darth Vader himself. Because it’s so

tough, most players couldn’t view the finishing credits.

.

. . until now! If you quickly enter the following code
while you are on the Game Select Screen, all of the cred-

its can be seen, without all of the work. As soon as the

screen appears, press A, B, A, B, A, B, A, then B. If you

enter the code correctly, the credits will begin to roll.

On the Game Select Screen, press A,

B, A, B, A, B, A, then B.

Quickly enter the code above while If you enter it correctly, the finishing

you are on the Game Select Screen. credits will appear.

Unlimited Thermal Bombs
This code is perfect for those Jedi Knights that are having

trouble mastering their Light Sabers. When the Game
Select Screen first appears, quickly press A, X, B, X, X, A,

then Y. If you hear Darth Vader say, “Impressive," quick-

ly press the Start Button before the Demo Screen appears.

When you begin playing the game, you will be able to use

a Thermal Bomb whenever you need it by pressing the X
Button. If you make a mistake while entering the code,

turn the power off, then on, before trying again.

On the Game Select Screen, press A,

X, B, X, X, A, Y, then Start.

Quickly enter the code on the Game With Unlimited Thermal Bombs you

Select Screen before the Demo can blow up anything that gets in your

appears. way.

99 Lives
Finishing the entire game with three lives and only three

Continues can prove difficult for even the best trained

Jedi. Enter this code and you’ll be able to start the game
with 99 extra men in reserve. When you first turn on the

power, wait until the Game Select Screen appears, then

press X, Y, B, B, B, X, A, Y, Y, B, A, X, and Y. If you

enter the code correctly, you will hear Darth Vader say,

“Impressive.” Press Start to begin playing before the

Demo Screen appears. If you can’t get the code to work,

try turning the power off and on, and re-entering the

code.

On the Game Select Screen, press X,
Y, B, B, B, X, A, Y, Y, B, A, X, Y, then
Start.

If you enter it correctly, you will hear When you begin playing, you'll have

Darth Vader say, "Impressive." 99 lives in reserve!
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From Ac,ent #908

Super Stage Select

You should be able to take out the minions of the Dark

Queen in a breeze with the help of this awesome code.

Select either a one or two-player game and press Start.

When the screen switches to the Character Select

Screen, press Up. Down, Down, Up, X, B, Y, and A with

Controller I. If you enter the code correctly, the screen

should flicker. Select any of the characters and press

Start again. When the Stage Select Screen appears,

choose any of the stages, then press Start to begin play-

ing. This code will also set you up with ten extra play-

ers.

On the Character Select Screen, press

Up, Down, Down, Up, X, B, Y, A, then
Start.

Normally you'll have to wait through sev- When the Main Menu eppears, quick-

oral demo scenes to see the High Scores, ly press A. A. B. and B on Controller I

Ultimate Power
If you are really having trouble finishing Super Empire

Strikes Back, this is the code for you. When you play

the game with the code, you will have use of all the

Force Powers from the very beginning of the game, and

you will have unlimited use of the Thermal Bombs.
When the Main Menu Screen appears for the first time,

quickly press A. B. Y, X. A, B. Y, X. A, B, A. B. Y. X,

X, Y, A, B. Y, X. If you hear Darth Vader say,

“Impressive,” press Start and begin playing! From AqENT #265

If you hear Garth Vader say.

"Impressive," quickly press Start

before the screen changes.

IIB,R.<».R.O«>ooof

-4

You will have unlimited Thermal

8ombs and full use ofyour Force

Powers.

High Scores
You can quickly access the High Score Screen without

having to wait through all of the demo scenes by entering

this simple code. On the Main Menu Screen, quickly

press A, A, B. B, and the screen will change. Press any

button when you want to return to the Main Menu. This

code doesn’t help you much, but it is a handy feature!

Choose any character then press

Start to switch to the Stage Select

Screen.

If you have trouble getting the code to

work, turn off the power and try again.

Select either a one or two-player On the Character Select Screen, enter

game, then press the Start Button. the code above.

After choosing a starting stage, you

will begin the game with ten extra

players.
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Getting through all the levels of Taz-Mania can be really

tough when you have a limited number of Continues.

This code will allow players to explore the later stages of

the game that they might not normally see. When you
first turn on the game, press the Select Button to access

the Option Screen. On the Option Screen, press A, Y, A,

Y, X, Y. B, A. R, then L and the screen will shake then

the Levels Option will appear. Select any of the levels,

then press Start to begin playing. From Aqent #745
On the Option Screen, press A, Y, A, Y,

X, Y, B, A, R, then L.

When the Title Screen appears, press On the Option Screen, press A, Y, A, Y,

Select to enter the Option Screen. X, Y. B, A, R, then L

If you enter the code correctly, the

Levels Option will appear at the bot-

tom of the screen.

Choose one of the 19 stages in the

game, then press the Start Button.

Extra Continues

If you still can’t finish the game when you use the Stage

Select, try entering this code first. On the Option Screen,

press B, A. Y, A, X, then A. If you enter the code cor-

rectly, the screen should shake and you will have a total

of ten Continues. You can use this code alone, or you

can immediately enter the Stage Select code for addi-

tional help.

On the Option Screen, press B, A, Y, A,
X, then A.

Debug Mode
Agent #745 has discovered a great code for Inspector

Gadget that allows players to access the hidden Debug
Mode of the game. When the Title Screen first appears,

hold down the L, R, and B Buttons on Controller I.

While holding these buttons, quickly press Down,
Down, Up, Left, Right, Down, Right, then Left. If you
enter the code correctly, the Title Screen should turn

pink. Release all of the Buttons then press Start. Before

the game begins, a Menu Screen will appear that will

give you a Stage Select, Option Menu, and a Sound Test.

With this code, the game should be a breeze to finish.

Hold L, R, and B, then press Down, Down,
Up, Left, Right, Down, Right, and Left.

Wait until the Title Screen appears If you enter the code correctly, the

then quickly enter the code above. Title Screen will turn pink.
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From AqeNT #001

White House Jam
The rumors have been flying about NBA Jam Codes, but

no one seemed to know them, that is until now! Special

Agent #001 has discovered the first set of special guest

stars. Straight from the White House. Bill Clinton and A1

Gore are tearing up the courts against the hottest players

in the NBA when you use these codes. To play as the

President, input the initials ARK but don’t enter the last

letter. Press and hold L. press and hold R, press and hold

Start, then press X while you are still holding all the but-

j

tons. If you enter the code correctly, you should bypass

the password screen. When you begin playing. Bill

Clinton will be your player. To play as the Vice

!
President, input the initials NET without entering the

I

last letter. Press and hold L. press and hold R. then press

A and Al’s stats will appear.

Usa the initials SAL along with the

code to play as Sal DiVita.

Use the initials RJR along with the

code to play as Jamie Rivett

From Accent #01

2

Mystery Mode
Finishing off all of your competition in Battle Cars

can be tough, but players will receive a bonus at the

end. This secret code will allow you to access the

super secret Mystery Mode! On the Title Screen,

press Up, Down, L, R, then Select to enter the code.

Before you start playing the game, go to the Option

Screen and there will be a new option at the bottom
of the screen. If you turn on the Mystery Mode, the

game will begin playing as normal, only the entire

race will be viewed from an above perspective. You
may find it easier to win when you can see the entire

road!
Input the initials ARK without entering Hold L, then R, then Start, then X, and

the last letter. you can play as the President.

Input the initials NET without entering Hold L, then R, and then A and you

the last letter. can play as the Vice President

Programmer Jam
Here are two more special players the you can use, as

well. Input the initials SAL without entering the last let-

ter, then enter the same code as you did for President

Clinton. When you begin the game, you'll be playing

with Sal DiVita. If you input the initials R.IR without
1 entering the last letter, you can input the Clinton Code

again. When you begin the game, Jamie Rivett will be

:

your player. Both of these people helped develop NBA
Jam.

Press and Hold L, then R, then Start,

then the X Button.

On the Title Screen, press Up, Down,
L, R, then Select.

After finishing the game in the Normal On the Title Screen, press Up. Down,

Mode, you will receive a secret code. L R, then Select and you will hear a

tone.

If you go to the Option Screen you can Now you can play the game with a top

turn on the Mystery Mode. view of your car!
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From AqtNT #475
Super High Speed
If you go to the Option Screen before you begin playing,

you can set the game speed for Normal, High Speed 1 or

High Speed 2. With this code you can access the even

faster setting of High Speed 3! On the Title Screen, press

Up. Up, Down, Down. Left, Right, Left, Right, B. and A
on Controller II. You will hear Aska say, ''Excellent,” if

you enter the code correctly. Use Controller I to enter

the Option Screen and adjust the speed to the new set-

ting. From AqENT #200

During a regular game, you can only On the Title Screen, use Controllern
set the speed at two different settings, to enter the code.

Configuration Code
You can adjust any of the fighters’ abilities with this

great code from Agent #200. Start a game and select

your fighter like you normally would. When the match
begins, quickly finish the fight (it doesn't matter
whether you win or lose). Wait until the Continue Screen

appears, then hold down R, X, and A. Continue to hold

all these buttons until the next match begins. Before the

fighting starts, the Configuration Screen will appear.

You can adjust many of the elements in the game from

this screen, including the individual abilities of each
fighter. You can even set the computer to play against

itself if you want to pick up a few pointers. Press the

Start Button when you are ready to continue playing.

On the Continue Screen, hold R, X, and A
Buttons all at the same time.

When you go to the Option Screen, At this speed, the fists are really fly-

you can make the game go even ing!

faster.

Boss Stage Backgrounds
Agent #473 found a special code that will let you select

the Bosses' Backgrounds when you fight in the VS.
Battle Mode. When the Title Screen appears, use
Controller II and press L. R, L, R, L. R. and A. Begin a

Vs. Battle Mode game and select your characters. When
you are selecting your stage, the Metro Train and Studio

6 will both be added to your choices.

Start a one-player game and choose

any of the characters in the game.

Immediately complete the match,

either by winning or losing.

Wait until the Title Screen appears

before you enter the code.

On Controller E press L, R. L, R, L. R,

then A, and you will hear a grunt

On the Continue Screen, hold the R, X

and A Buttons all at the same time.

The Fighter Configuration Screen will

appear before your next fight
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SOPER MARIO

/.fVSTARS

9 ' From A^ent #985
Bonus Marios
When you first begin playing Super Mario Bros. 3, grab

both of the hidden Warp Whistles in World 1 and use

them to warp to World 8. When you begin playing, press

the Start Button to bring up the Save Screen, then select

the Save & Quit option. Restart your game, highlight the

saved game, then push the B Button to go back to World
1 . Work your way to World 1-2 with the Tail Power-Up.

In World 1-2, go right until you are past the T-shape of
pipes. Stand to the right of the pipes and wait for five

Goombas to appear. Jump on the first Goomba, holding

down the button so you zoom to the top of the screen.

Use the tail to float over to the next Goomba and repeat

the jump. If you keep jumping on Goombas without hit-

ting the ground, you'll begin collecting 1-Ups. When
you have enough. Save & Quit again, then restart from
World 8 with all your extra lives.

WRBKr

From AqENT #740
Bonus Games
One of the best ways to rack up your score in Kirby’s

Pinball Land is by finding the Bonus Rounds. Because

they are so hard to find, many players don't score well

when they do find them. To become familiar with the

Bonus Games, use this code to access all of them from

the beginning of the game. On the Title Screen, press

Left, B and the Select Button at the same time. When the

screen changes to the High Score Screen, a white cat will

walk across the bottom. Return to the Title Screen and

begin playing a new game. When you select a stage to

play, you will automatically go to the Bonus Game.
NOTE: You can’t get a high score with this trick,

because you can’t lose your ball.

On the Title Screen, press Left, B, and
Select at the same time.

1 PHIL 00579070

2 JETSON 00459560

5 CO 00 00555550

40 ^ 001 18280

Use the 1 -Up trick in World 1 -2, then

save the game when you have

enough extra lives.

Begin a new game and select any of You will go directly to the bonus

the stages.. stages without playing the rest of the

game.

SECRET AGENTS WANTED
A popular activity among Nintendo game
players is developing tips and strategies. If

you would like to share your own special tips

with us, send them in! Choose your own
three-digit agent number and be sure to

include it with your codes.

Our Address is:

Nintendo Power
Classified information
P.O. Box 97033
Redmond, WA
98073-9733
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HID

L ufia won't enter the room in

the Old Cave labeled "Women
Only" unless Aguro is a mem-

ber of your party. To enlist him,
return to Lorbenia and go to the upper

floor of the center building. After you
have your pockets picked there, go to

the Inn and ask the Innkeeper about

the thief. When you leave the Inn,

Aguro will automatically join you
and you'll be able to enter the

"Women Only" room and get the

Fairy’s Kiss.

Lufia is afraid to enter the “Women Only” room in

the Old Cave. Return to Lorbenia to enlist Aguro.

When Aguro joins your party. Lufia will enter the

room. Get the Fairy's Kiss from a chest inside.

WHY WON'T THE MAN IN THE MEDAN MINES GIVE ME THE HOPE RUBY?

he man in the Medan Mines
won’t let you into the Treasure

Room to get the Hope Ruby
until you've gathered a few clues.

First, go to Jenoba and buy a drink

from the cider seller. He’ll give you a

clue about the towers. Next, buy some
cider for the woman next to him to get

another clue. Leave Jenoba and travel

to the Gem Shop in Ruan. When you

The man who sells cider in the Jenoba Lodge will

give you a clue relating to the towers.

Talk to the other people in the Lodge, then go to

Ruan and talk to the woman in the Gem Shop.

talk to the woman there, she'll tell you

about rubies and sapphires. Now.
when you return to the mines, the man
will let you enter the Treasure Room
to pick up the Hope Ruby.

After you gather clues, return to the Medan Mines.

Now the man will let you into the Treasure Room.
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SECRET OF MANA
HOW DO I GET THE MIDGE MALLET?

I9k

A Tier you defeat the

Jabberwocky in the Water
Palace. Jema will tell you to

take the Cannon Travel Service to the

Upperland. Before you depart, return

to the Dwarf Village and talk to the

elder there. He will give you the

Midge Mallet, which he used to use

in his show. If you or your party

members are “pygmized” by an ene-

my in battle, you can select the Mallet

and use it to regain your regular

sizes.

Alter you defeat the Jabberwocky, return to the

Dwarf Village and talk to the elder to get the Mallet

If an enemy "pygmizes" you in batde, use the Midge

Mallet to grow back to your regular size.

HOW DO I GET THE SALAMANDO MAGIC? T?

T he people in the desert town of

Kakkara will tell you about a

city in the Ice Country that is

as warm as a tropical town. Take the

Cannon Travel Service to the Ice

Country and walk up from your land-

ing site to the Stove in the center of

town. Stand in front of the Stove and

press the B Button to release
Salamando and learn his fiery magic

spells. The girl will learn how to use

the Flame Saber, Fire Bouquet and

Blaze Wall spells; the Sprite will

learn how to cast the Fireball,

Exploder and Lava Wave spells.

WHERE CAN I FIND THE SEA HARE'S TAIL?

A fter you receive the Flammie
Drum, return to Kakkara and

summon Flammie. Fly south-

Ry south until you see the small, circular island.

west from the desert until you see a

small, circular island. Land on it and

enter the largest hut there. You’ll be

Enter the large hut and get the Sea Hare's Tail.

able to get the Sea Hare’s Tail from

the merchant inside. Give it to a man
in Kakkara to get the Moogle Belt.

Give it to a man in Kakkara to get the Moogle Belt
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WHERE IS THE TREASURE

“ ^ f
ROOM IN LEVEL 9? mmmd

F
rom the beginning, swim all the

way to the right and go through

the door there. Climb the lad-

ders to another door. Enter and go to

the left, past the door on the ledge,

which leads to a Save Point and go

The first Face Block holds a Jet Hat Go to the right

and hit the second one to get the Key.

through the door next to the wall.

Jump up the ledges to the door above

and go through it. Now go right and

hit the second Face Block to get the

Key. Carry it back to the left and
break the cracked block on the ledge.

Go back to the left and break the cracked block.

Stand where the block was and press Up.

While holding the Key, stand where
the block was and press Up on the

Control Pad to go through an invisible

door. Go to the right and break
through the blocks to reach the

Treasure Chest, which holds the Harp.

After stepping through the invisible door, go to the

right, through the blocks, to get the Harp.

HOW CAN I RECOVER A TREASURE THAT I'VE LOST? 1

I
n Wario Land, you'll have one of

your Treasures taken away
whenever you get the big “Game

Over.” To recover the Treasures,
you’ll have to return to the place
where you originally found them to

retrieve them again. Follow the same
steps as before to find the Treasure

Chests, and keep track of where you
find each Treasure so you’ll know
exactly where to go to find it a second

(third, fourth...) time.
Whenever your character expires, you'll lose one of

the precious Treasures from your collection.

When you return to the chests where you first found

the Treasures, they'll be back inside.

HOW DO I REACH THE TREASURE CHEST IN LEVEL 1 1 ?

W ork your way down the

ledges, breaking the
cracked blocks as you go.

When you uncover a door, enter and

swim to another door to the right. Go
down the ladder and to the right.

Don’t enter the door there; instead,

hit the Face Block to get the Jet Hat.

Jump and fly up to the ledge on the

left. Fly back and forth, from ledge to

ledge, until you reach the top. Hit the

Face Block on the left to get the Key
that opens the Treasure Room on the

right.

After climbing down the ladder, walk over to the

right Punch the Face Block to get the Jet Hat
Fly from ledge to ledge to the top of the room. Take

the Key from the Face Block to open the door.
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FINAL FANTASY LEGEND m
HOW CAN I CHANGE BACK
INTO A HUMAN?

W hile players begin as

humans, they can change

their forms by either eating

the Meat or installing the Parts left by

defeated enemies. One piece of Meat
turns humans into Beasts; two pieces

turns them into Monsters. Installing

(y)Curtis Good LIO
Monst. NEXT 148
Fi rebo 1 1 EXP 1546
H 250/250N 325/325
Attack 35H i

t

83
De-fence 1 6Evade 20

Eating one piece of meat turns humans into Beasts;

eating two pieces makes them Monsters.

one Part turns humans into Cyborgs;

installing two makes them Robots. To
revert to their human forms. Monsters

must install two Parts and Robots
must eat two pieces of Meat. Another

way to change back into a human is to

use the Flushex, which you’ll acquire

Humans can become Cyborgs by installing one Part.

Installing two Parts turns them into Robots.

in the town of Lae in the Past. After

you install the Flushex, walk to the

right from the Warp tile and continue

through the wall to a small pod. Step

into the pod to change your character

into a human. To switch characters,

use the Select Button.

After you install the Flushex in the Falcon, go there to

change your character back into human form.

HOW DO I DEFEAT SOL?

O n the fourth floor of Xagor’s

Castle, you’ll meet Sol, the

Master. He’ll tell you that he

has imprisoned Xagor’s evil spirit in

his own body. To destroy the spirit,

you must destroy Sol. Attack him
using only your weapons. At the end
of three rounds, Sol will tell you that

you must defeat him before the spirit

awakens. Continue to attack using

only weapons. After four more
rounds, you will defeat the Master
and release Xagor's evil spirit.

Sol, the Master, has imprisoned the evil spirit of

Xagor inside himself. You must attack him to free the

spirit. Mount your offensive using only weapons.

After seven rounds, the evil spirit will break free of

Sol's body. The final battle sequence in the game
pits you against the formidable Xagor.

PUZZLED? PERPLEXED? PERTURBED? SOLVE YOUR PROBLEMS BY CALLING THE PROS!

WRITE TO:
Counselors’ Comer
P.O. Box 97033
Redmond, WA
98073-9733

CALL:
(206) 885-7529
Nintendo Game Play

Counselors are on call

Mon.-Sat.. 4:00 a.m.

to Midnight and Sun.,

6:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Pacific time.
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AREA 1 - WIND VALLEY

This month's Counselors' Comer Extra covers the entire first half

of the NES game Crystalis. by SNK. Be sure to build up your char-

acter's level while you are playing through the game or you'll be

too weak to beat the different bosses in the game.

A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE TO:

CRYSTALIS

1
Enter the Town of Leaf. Talk to the

elder in the upper left house to get the

Sword of Wind. Talk to the man in the

upper right house to receive $100, then

buy the Alarm Flute.

2
Get the Windmill Key. From Leaf,

follow the western mountain wall all

the way up to Zebu’s Cave and talk to

him. When he asks you to start the

Windmill, travel to the Windmill Cave in

the upper right comer of the valley and

use the Alarm Flute to wake the sleeping

man inside the cave. He will give you the

Windmill Key.

3
(let the Refresh Spell. Go to the

Windmill and use the Key to start it.

Return to Zebu’s Cave and get the spell.

4
(Jet the Ball of Wind. Go to the

Sealed Cave in the upper left comer

of the Wind Valley. Enter the cave, fol-

low the path to the upper right comer and

climb down the stairs. Follow the path

across a bridge, down to the bottom right

comer and take the stairs. Go all the way

to the right and lake the stairs. Go all the

way to the right, all the way down, then

open the chest to find the Ball of Wind.

5
Defeat the Vampire to get the

Rabbit Boots. After you find the

Ball of Wind, walk up and take the first

left passage to the end and take the stairs.

Walk left past the stairs and take the first

passage up. Walk up. destroy the wall

using the Ball of Wind, and continue to

the top. Walk right and take the stairs. Go
all the way to the right, all the way up,

then fight the Vampire. Collect the

Rabbit Boots from the Chest.

6
Go to Area 2: The Cordel Plains.

Continue up from where you fought

the Vampire and follow the path until

you exit the cave.

How to defeat the Vampire. You must

be to at least Level 3 before you can

defeat the Vampire. Use the Sword of

Wind to attack tire Vampire. It will lake

about 10 hits to defeat him.

il AREA 2 - CORDEL PLAINS r
I
Go to the Town of Brynmaer.
When you talk to Akahana, he will

ask you to find his lost statue.

2
Find the Onyx Statue and get the

Gas Mask. Exit the town and walk

to the right until you find a river. Follow

the river up and right to the bridge. Cross

the bridge and walk left into the deep

grass. Walk around in the grass until you

find the Onyx Statue. Return the statue to

Akahana to get the Gas Mask.

3
Find the Town of Oak. Exit the

town, walk to the river, and cross the

bridge again. Walk down and right

through the poison ground, then to the

right until you reach the mountains. Walk

up and right and enter the Swamp Forest.

Equip the Gas Mask. Walk toward the

right to the first path that goes up. Walk

all the way up, all the way to the right,

and up into the Town of Oak. Talk to

anyone in the town then return to the

Cordel Plains.

4
Get the Telepathy Spell. Return to

Brynmaer, then follow the mountains

up past the cave and then to the right until

you reach Tornel’s Training Studio.

Prove yourself by forcing Stom to the

back wall, then receive the spell from

Tomel.

5
Get the Insect Flute. Return to the

Town of Oak and talk to the mother

in the bottom house. She will ask you to

find her lost boy. Exit Oak and walk all

the way down. Go right to the first path

going down, continue all the way down

then left. When you find the small boy,

return him to his mother in the Oak. She

will give you the Insect Flute in return.

6
Get the Sword of Fire. Talk to the

man in the upper house to gel the

sword.

7
Defeat the Giant Insect and get the

Ball of Fire. Exit the Town of Oak.

Walk down to the first right path. Go all

the way to the right then up until you

reach a large open space. Use the Insect

Flute to make the Giant Insect appear,

then defeat it with the Sword of Fire. You

will receive the Ball of Fire when you

beat it.

8
Proceed to Area 3: Mt. Sabre.

Return to the Town of Brynmaer,

stay at the Inn, then save your game. Exit

the town and follow the southern moun-

tains to the entrance of Mt. Sabre in the

lower left comer of the Cordel Plains.
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>1 AREA 3 - MT. SABRE

I
Get the Tornado Bracelet. On Mt.

Sabre, follow the path to the left and

up, then take the left path. Continue left

until you reach the second ice slide going

up. Equip the Rabbit Boots and deacti-

vate or remove any spells, then hop up

the ice slide. Walk right across the bridge

and enter the cave. Walk up and destroy

the wall with the Sword and Ball of Fire.

Continue all the way up, all the way to

the left, all the way up, then right to the

next wall of ice. Destroy the wall and

continue up. Open the chest to get the

Tornado Bracelet.

2
Get the Teleport Spell. Exit the cave

and return to the ice slide. From the

bottom of the slide, follow the path to the

left, down and right to the cave entrance.

Walk all the way up, all the way to the

right, then walk up and destroy the ice

wall. Continue up and follow the path to

the end, then take the stairs. Walk up, to

the right, then down and break the ice

wall. Go to the right and take the stairs.

Follow the path until it branches, then

take the upper path. Follow this path

down two staircases until you reach an

ice wall. Destroy the wall and follow the

path out of the cave. Talk to Tomel to

receive the spell.

3
Talk to Zebu. Use the Teleport Spell

to return to the Town of Leaf. Exit

Leaf and work your way back to Zebu’s

cave. Destroy the ice wall behind Zebu
then talk to him. He will instruct you to

return to Leaf.

4
Return to the Town of Leaf. Talk to

the Rabbit inside the upper left wood-

shed to learn about the missing villagers.

5
Go to Mt. Sabre North. Use the

Teleport Spell to return to Oak. Exit

the Swamp Forest and go north to the

entrance to Mt. Sabre North. Follow the

path to Nadare’s Inn. Slay at the Inn then

follow the path until you find the guards.

Draw them away from the cave then

enter it.

6
Find the Prison Key. Go all the way
up and lake the stairs. Follow the path

left then go all the way down to exit the

cave. Walk right and enter the next cave.

Follow the path to the right then all the

way up and take the stairs. Follow the

path out of the cave. Take the path to the

left and up, then enter the cave. Go to the

right and take the first path up. Take the

stairs, then follow the path until you exit

the cave again. Go right and enter the

cave. Go left, break the second ice wall

and continue up. Talk to the prisoners,

break the upper ice wall and collect the

Prison Key.

7
Defeat General Kelbesque and get

the Flame Bracelet. Go all the way
down, back to the right, then break the ice

wall. Continue up, talk to the prisoners

and break the next ice wall. Follow the

upper path until you are outside the cave.

Go to the left and walk up the steps to

find General Kelbesque. Defeat him, then

open the chest to get the Flame Bracelet.

8
Get the Paralysis Spell and go on to

Area 4. Enter the Locked Gate to find

the elder and receive the Paralysis Spell.

Continue past the elder and exit the cave.

Go down the ice slide to begin Area 4.

Defeat General Kelbesque. Before you

can defeat General Kelbesque, you must

be at Level 7 or higher. Use the Sword of

Wind at any power. Hit him quickly from

the sides while you are dodging his shots.

Tanned Hide
+2 Armor Rating. Sold in Leaf for $100.

Leather Armor
+6 Armor Rating. Sold in Brynmaer for $140.

Bronze Armor
+10 Armor Rating. Sold in Portoa for $600.

Platinum Armor
+14 Armor Rating. Sold in Amazones for

$1800. in Portoa for $2000.

Soldier Suit
+18 Armor Rating. Sold in Swan for $3000.

Ceramic Suit
+24 Armor Rating and protects against fire.

Sold in Shyron for $5500, in Swan for $6500.

Battle Armor
+20 Armor Rating and protects against poi-

son. Found in the Oasis Cave.

Psycho Armor
+32 Armor Rating and restores your life.

Found inside the Pyramid.

SHIELDS

Carapace Shield
+2 Shield Rating. Sold in Brynmaer for $70, in

Leaf for $80.

Bronze Shield
+6 Shield Rating. Sold in Brynmaer for S220.

Platinum Shield
+8 Shield Rating. Sold in Amazones for

$1300. in Portoa for SI 500.

Mirrored Shield
+12 Shield Rating and protects against petri-

fication. Sold in Amazones for $2000.

Ceramic Shield
+ 18 Shield Rating and protects against fire.

Sold in Swan for $2500.

Sacred Shield
+16 Shield Rating and protects against para-

lyzation. Sold in Shyron for $6000, in

Amazones for S9000.

Battle Shield
+24 Shield Rating. Sold in Shyron for S5000,

in Swan for $6000.

Psycho Shield
+32 Shield Rating and protects against all

special attacks. Found in the Cave of Styx.
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AREA 4 - THE CAPITAL OF WATER

I
Get the Flute of Lime. Talk to the

Fortune-Teller in the upper right

building. Enter the Queen’s castle in the

upper left comer of Portoa. Go through

the center door, talk to the Queen, then

exit the castle. Go back and talk to the

Fortune-Teller again. Return to the cas-

tle. When you walk in the first door,

quickly step to the left and paralyze the

guard before he can block the door.

Enter the Queen's chamber, then exit

through the back. Go back to the

Fortune-Teller, then return to the Queen
again. She will give you the Flute of

Lime.

2
Get the Sword of Water. From the

town of Portoa, work your way up

and right until you find a waterfall.

Walk behind the waterfall and follow

the path until it branches in three direc-

tions. Take the right path and follow it

to the stairs. Walk up and right to the

stone people. Use the Flute of Lime to

restore them to normal, then take the

stairs. Go all the way up, then follow

the right-hand path until you reach an

ice wall. Destroy the wall and continue

up. Follow the path to the river, then go

up and take the first path to the right.

Destroy the wall and open the chest to

find the sword.

3
(Jet the Shield Ring. After getting

the Sword of Water, walk left to the

river, head down, then take the first

path to the right and follow it to the

stairs. Take the stairs, and continue fol-

lowing the path until you reach a three-

way intersection. Follow the left-hand

path to the ice wall. Destroy the wall

and continue up. Go all the way up, all

the way to the right, all the way up and

open the chest to get the Flute of Lime.

Go back down and take the first path to

the left. Walk left, take the first path

leading up, then use the flute to return

Akahana to normal. Get the ring from

Akahana before he leaves.

4
Get the Ball of Ice. Exit the

Waterfall Cave and return to Portoa.

After staying at the Inn, exit the town

and walk right to the bridge. Cross the

bridge, walk down to the mountains,

then follow them to the right. Walk
down through the mountains, then con-

tinue fallowing them to the left.

Eventually, you’ll reach a path heading

down and left. Take the path, then walk

toward the upper left comer until you

find the Lime Tree Lake. Rage will give

you the Bali of Ice.

5
Get the Recover Spell. Return to

the town of Portoa, purchase a

Medical Herb, then enter the castle.

Exit into the caves behind the Queen’s

chambers. Follow the river until you see

a narrow spot in the river below you.

Use the Sword of Water to build a

bridge, then cross the river and continue

right. Take the passage down, enter the

second door, and walk back up to the

river. Build a bridge above you and

cross the river again. Enter the doorway

to the right of the bridge and talk to

Asina to get the spell.

6
Get the Shell Flute. From Asina’s

room, walk all the way to the left,

all the way up, and build a bridge above

you. Cross the bridge and continue up

to the sick dolphin. Make sure that you

are completely healed, then use a

Medical Herb to cure the dolphin. He
will give you the Shell Flute.

7
Get the Fog Lamp. Return to

Portoa, exit the town, then walk

right until the river blocks your path.

Go up a few steps and build a bridge

across the narrow spot in the river.

Continue walking to the right then enter

the cave. Walk all the way up and all

the way to the left. Continue your way
up and take the first path to the right.

Go all the way to the right, all the way
down, then take the stairs. Step right

and go down the stairs. Go all the way
to the right, all the way down, go left

and take the first path going down. Go

all the way down, head all the way
right, then lake the stairs. Go all the way

left, all the way up, then right and take

the first path down. Work your way past

two rock walls, go right, then follow the

path until you find a chest. Open the

chest to find the lamp.

8
Get the Kirisa Plant. After you

find the Fog Lamp, find your way

out of the cave. Return

to Portoa and stay at

the Inn. Exit the town,

walk right to the bridge

and down across the

river. Walk down and

right, then take the pas-

sage down through the

mountains. On the oth-

er side of the passage,

walk along the river

until you find a place

to build an ice bridge.

Cross the river, contin-

ue walking right and

enter the cave. Follow

the path to the end and

take the stairs. Go right and take the

first path going down. Walk all the way

down, all the way to the left, and climb

the stairs. Follow the path to the end

and take the stairs. When you are out-

side, walk around in the upper right

patch of bushes to find the Kirisa Plant.

9
Go to the Angry Sea. Return to the

Town of Portoa and enter the build-

ing on the far left side of town. Give the

Fog Lamp to the man at the lop of the

room. Go outside and hop into the boat.

You'll ride to Area 5: The Angry Sea.
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>1 AREA 5 - THE ANGRY SEA |y
I

Find the Love Pendant. While you

are on the beach, use the Shell Flute

to call the dolphin and ride it along the

mountains on your left. Follow the

mountains up, to the left, down, then

back to the right. Enter the cave that you

Find there. Ride all around on the dolphin

while you are inside the cave until you

find the Love Pendant.

2
Go to the Town of Joel. Return to

the beach hut then ride the dolphin

straight up until you Find an island. Land

on the beach and enter the cave on the

south end of the island. Talk to Ralph, the

elder of Joel, in the upper left building.

3
Get the Iron Necklace. Exit the

town of Joel, call the dolphin, and

ride it up and left to Evil Spirit Island.

Enter the cave on the south side of the

island, and ride to the beach on the right

side of the cave, then take the stairs.

Follow the path to the river, walk ail the

way down, then right to the narrow spot

in the river. Build a bridge above you and

cross the river. Walk all the way to the

left, all the way up, all the way to the

right, then down to the narrow spot in the

river. Make a bridge to your right and

cross the river. Go all the way up, then

left to the third path going up. Follow the

path to the end and take the stairs. Walk

all the way to the left, all the way down,

all the way to the left, then follow the

path to the stairs. Go left to the river, all

the way down, then build a bridge to your

left. Cross the river, walk up and open the

chest to get the necklace.

4
Find the Zombie Town. After get-

ting the Iron Necklace, go back and

take the stairs. Go all the way to the left,

all the way down, all the way to the

right, then up to the First path going

right. Walk all the way to the right, all

the way up, then head right to the first

path leading down. Work your way
down across the moving platform, all

the way to the left, and all the way
down. Go left and take the stairs to

enter the town.

5
Get the Broken Statue. Work your

way to the top of the Zombie Town
and enter the castle. Walk up to the

four-way intersection, go all the way to

the right, then continue up to the

Vampire’s room. Defeat the Vampire

then take the stairs. Walk up and take

the first path going left. Go all the way
to the left, all the way down, all the way
to the right, then go up and take the

stairs. Continue up and attack the wom-
an in the First room (it’s Sabera in dis-

guise). Don't continue up or you will be

trapped! Defeat Sabera to receive the

statue.

6
Get the Eye (Basses. Return to the

Zombie Town and talk to Clark in

the basement of the lower left building.

7
Get the Glowing Lamp. Return to

the Town of Joel and purchase the

Alarm Flute from the store. Enter the

woodshed next to the upper left build-

ing and use the Eye Glasses to Find the

secret passage. Take the passage, then

enter the Lighthouse. Walk up to Kensu
and use the Alarm Flute to awaken him.

Open the chest he leaves behind to Find

the Lamp.

8
Calm the Angry Sea. Use the

Glowing Lamp to repair the Broken

Statue. Take the Gold Statue to the far

western island and place it on the Sea

Altar. You can now travel to the north-

ern part of the ocean.

9
Get the Barrier Spell and find

Swan. Ride the dolphin to the

upper left comer of the ocean area and

go up between two large rocks. On your

way through, Asina will give you the

spell. Continue up and land at the upper

right beach. Walk up to enter the town

of Swan, the beginning of Area 6: A
Port Town.

Defeat the Vampire. You must be at

least to Level 10 to hurt him. Use the

Sword of Wind at any power while

dodging the bats and hit him 7-12 times.

Once he’s defeated, open the chest to

get a Fruit of Power.

Defeat Sabera the Witch. You must

be at least to Level 1 1 to hurt her. Use
the Sword of Fire at any power while

dodging her fireballs and hit her 3-9

times. Once she's defeated, open the

chest to get the Broken Statue.

Our Hero’s adventure continues into

stranger lands, full of even more power-

ful enemies. Check out next month’s

Counselors’ Comer Extra for a com-
plete walk-through of Areas 6 through

10. All answers will be revealed!
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S
end in your scores! Even if you are the best video game unless you send them in. Here are some new challenges for

player in the world, we can't print your high scores you to try, but we'll take your older scores as well!

SUPER POWER CLUB CHALLENGE

l <>'
j

0^

1

The top 25 players that best meet the monthly challenge

will be awarded 4 Super Power Stamps for use towards the

purchase of Super Power Supplies. Send all eligible

entries to the address at right. The entries must
include the following; Name, address and Membership

Number of the player and a photograph of the completed

challenge (which includes the system in the photo).

All entries must be received by April 30. 1994.

Winners will be printed in a future issue of Nintendo Power
and will be notified by mail. All scores printed are

decided by Nintendo Power Staff. All decisions are final.
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POWER PLAYERS
TECMO SUPER BOWL

Biggest annihilation.

Matt Pearl

Brunswich. NJ

75-03

Daniel Heil

Brooklyn, OH
79-07

Jeff Moore
Franklyn, TX

84-13

Joshua Holmes
Pennsville, NJ

89-12

Justin Hochevar

Sheffield Lake. OH
108-40

Mike Rozzell

Piedmont, OK
56-00

Bobby Falagrady

Trinidad, CO
55-00

Kevin Badenna
Madison, WI

55-00

Eric Blahut

Audubon, PA
58-07

Matt Volk

Waylund, ME
43-06

gi-mm
PILOTWINGS

Best Score on Level 4.

Brian Benintcndi 459 pis

Yakima. WA
Ron Benintendi 457 pts

Yakima, WA
Stephen Jacquet 4 1 5 pts

Bedford Heights, OH
Charlie Merritt 415 pts

Pctalunia. CA
Keith Laws 385 pts

Kannapolis, NC
Russ Randcl 380 pts

St. Paul, MN

NES OPEN
TOURNAMENT GOLF

Best scores on the U.S. Course.

Jeremy Gynke -20

Lincoln Park. Ml
Micheal Zumwalt -19

Omaha, NE
Rich Pelshaw -19

Omaha, NE

Best Scores on the UK Course.

Ashley Sanders -19

Atkins. IA
Todd Tomczak -18

South Bend, IN

Tom Smith -18

Los Angeles, CA
Bob Stroess - 1

8

Appleton, WI

Best Scores on Japan Course.

Cheryl Honeywell -20

Miami. FL
Martin-Pierre Lussier - 1

9

St. Hyacinthe, PQ
Tom Smith -19

Los Angeles, CA
Bob Stroess -19

Appleton, WI

SUPER MARIO KART

Best time on Choco Island I

Joyce Schwarz 1 07:26

Madison, WI
Greg Benevent 1 10:53

Wexford. PA
Adam Lechner 1 12:16

Mayville, WI

ADDAMS FAMILY

Finished game with only three

hearts.

John Shea

Seattle, WA
Finished

Casey Johnson

Jackson, MI
Finished

Kelly Goodman
San Francisco, CA

Finished

Anthony Mendez
Memphis. TN

Finished

Doug Shepard

San Antonio, TX
Finished

SUPER MARIO LAND 2:

6 GOLDEN COINS
Found every world in the game. 1

Keith Grace

Wyoming, MI
Finished

Mike Lavoie

Norwich, CT
Finished

Margaret Miler

Riverton, WY
Finished

Ryan Adams
Fairfield, CA

Finished

FINAL FANTASY

Finished the game with four

white wizards.

Josh Campbell Finished

Denver, CO
Lisa Brooks Finished

Vancouver, BC
Zack Beck Finished

Washington, DC

I CAN BEAT THAT SCORE!
Send us your name and address with a photo of your
accomplishment! To take a photo of an NES or Super
NES game, use a 35mm camera without a Hash. Turn out

the lights in the room, hold the camera steady and shoot

your best shot! To take a Game Boy photo, place your
Game Boy on a flat surface, then take your photo using

natural light. Make sure the system is included in your
photo. Nintendo is not responsible for lost or

late mail. All scores printed are decided by the

Nintendo Power staff. All decisions are final. S6fld tO
NINTENDO POWER PLAYER'S CHALLENGE

P.O.Box 97033

Redmond, WA. 98073-9733
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In the ten years since it

was founded, California-

based Interplay Produc-

tions, Inc. has developed a

reputation for producing

top quality, original PC
and video games, such as

The Lost Vikings, Clay

Fighter, Rock N* Roll

Racing and Out of This

World. How does it con-

sistently hit on winning

formulas? And just what
makes its games so
good? Nintendo Power
recently visited Inter-

play's Irvine offices to

find out more about the

company.

F
rom ihe outside. Interplay's

cookie-cutter office building

looks like any other. Step inside,

though, and you’ll see a company
that's anything hut average. The lob-

by. dominated by a huge Interplay

logo, is bustling, and beyond is a

labyrinth of hallways lined with cubi-

cles and offices where producers,

programmers, artists and musicians

are working on their latest projects.

The environment is high energy yet

casual, with the kind of clutter that

says there’s room for creative expres-

sion. And the name plates on cubicles

and office doors don’t carry the same
mundane titles you’d find in most
offices. Here you’ll find "titles" such

as “The Demon Artist of

Fitch Street,”

“Battle

NINTENDO I’OMEH

Chess Lifer" and "Seeker of the Inner

Loop.”

Interplay’s president. Brian Fargo,

who suspects that he has lots of
“unofficial" titles, founded the com-
pany in 1983 when he was only 20.

He and a staff of four set out to "make
games for gamers by gamers." His

philosophy was that people who are

avid gamers themselves best know
the qualities that make great games.

It’s a principle that has served

"GAMES FOR GAMERS,
BY GAMERS”

Interplay well. When the pri-

vately-held company celebrat-

ed its tenth anniversary last

year. 140 people reported to

work at the Irvine office, and

new divisions have opened
in Palo Alto and the U.K.

Fargo was a major

game player growing up.

He shelled out mass
quarters on arcade

titles such as Space

Wars. Asteroids
and Missile
Command, and he

owned all of the

first-generation

systems. It wasn’t

until he got an

Apple II computer that he realized

that he could actually make a career

of making games. He became one of

the first in the industry to take a "stu-

dio” approach to producing games,

bringing together programmers,
artists, musicians and directors as

teams to create games. Interplay’s

first title was Mindshadow. a graphic-

adventure for Activision. In its early

years. Interplay produced PC titles,

including classics such as The Bard’s

Tale and Battle

Chess, but in

1990 it developed

its first game for

the NES. Swords

& Serpents, which was published by

Acclaim. It both developed and pub-

lished RPM Racing late in 1991 and

developed one more game. Star Trek,

for Konami. before concentrating on

making its own original titles for the

Super NES. Today, about half of

Interplay's business is cartridge-sys-

tem based.

Although it started as a developer

and still does much of its game devel-

opment internally. Interplay has made
Ihe unusual transition from developer

to publisher and now hires developers

from outside the company to work on

some projects. Game producer Alan

Pavlish (who has the unofficial title,

"Big Time Producer—No More Mr.

Nice Guy”) has seen development



WHAT*K
PRODUCING GAMES THESE DAYS IS
LIKE MAKING LITTLE MOVIES

teams grow in size as technology has

evolved and the games themselves
have become more complex. He says

that producing games these days is

almost like making little movies:
They need art directors, script writers

and music directors to produce the

soundtracks. (For more on Interplay's

A.R.D.I. Sound System and its inno-

vative use of music and
sound, see the Sound
Success article in January’s

Super Power Club special

section.)

From the beginning.
Interplay has worked hard

to earn its reputation for

making good games. Fargo

and Pavlish both emphasized how
important game quality is. Fargo said

he started out with the thought, “If we
make good games, we’ll do well.”

And Pavlish stated his goal, as game
producer, simply: "Make great
games." What that translates to, for

Interplay, is that the games don’t go
to the store shelves until they’re
ready. That sometimes means miss-

ing the best sales season in order to

finish the game right instead of rush-

ing to get their products out for, say.

the holiday buying season, as some
companies might. Rock ’N' Roll

Racing is a good example of
Interplay’s attention to detail. When
we first saw the game at the 1993
winter CES, it looked like it was

essentially a finished

game. Interplay
wasn’t satisfied with

the play control,
though, and spent
about six more
months fine-tuning

the game—which is

longer than some
companies spend making a game
from start to finish. The tweaking
paid off for Interplay: Rock ‘N’ Roll

Racing ended up with great play con-

trol and is one of its best sellers.

So where do the ideas for great

games like Rock *N' Roll Racing
come from? Interplay’s producers
draw their ideas from all sorts of
sources: books they’ve read, stories

AT
they’ve heard, tele-

vision shows
they've seen. They also look at other

games that are out there. For example
if you hadn't noticed that street fight-

ing games are hot, you must have
been locked in a dark closet some-

where for the last year with earplugs

firmly in place. Seeing the demand.
Interplay decided to produce one of
its own—but one with an Interplay

twist. Thus was born Clay Fighter, a

lighting game with an attitude and a

sense of humor all its own. Who
needs blood and guts when you have

claymation figures who can attack

with killer hair-dos and bouncing bel-

lies? Thousands of gamers who agree

have made Clay Fighter Interplay’s

biggest selling game to date.

INTERPL THE CUTTING EDGE
Interplay is continuing to push the limits

of existing hardware with its innovati'

games and is looking to the future with

hot lineup for ‘94 and beyond. While
the buzzword in the industry is tech-

nology, Fargo thinks that accessibil-

ity is the real story of the near
future. He’s excited about fiber

optics and the technology behind

Nintendo's Gateway. In the future,

he sees it being very easy for th<

whole world to turn on the T.V.

tune to channel four and play a

video game—from
Interplay, of
course. „ •>
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INTERPLAYCOMING Ul

CLAYMATES/CLAY FIGHTER

development team really went

clay crazy in this one:
Everything, including back-

grounds, characters, titles and

credits, is made of clay. Also

new in this title are the three

tournament play modes:
Double Elimination, Single

Elimination and Sudden
Death. There is also a training

mode that lets players practice

particular moves and an option

that lets players alter the color

palette. When they first started

out with the claymation pro-

cess, Airey says that they pho-
tographed the clay objects using a

standard 35 mm camera. They've
improved on the process by filming the

objects using a Hi-8 video camera con-

nected to a Macintosh computer. As
for Clay Fighter II. Bad Mr. Frosty and

Taffy will be back in slightly new
forms, but the rest of the cast will be all

new. Airey shared early sketches of

some of the characters, which include a

shade-sporting kangaroo named Roo
and a female Gorilla who attacks with

her purse.

Some new titles will be coming soon to

Interplay's claymation scene. Hot on

the heels of Clay Fighter and the

recently released Claymates come a

24-meg Clay Fighter Tournament
Edition and, later this year. Clay
Fighter II. Producer Jeremy Airey (aka

“dayman & Street Fighter II Guru")

showed us not only a working version

of Tournament Edition, but also some
of the actual molded clay backdrops

used in the game's background,
including one truly scary hunka hunka

burnin* love. The Clay
Fighter

BLACCTfibRNE

In addition to Clay Fighter
Tournament Edition. Blackthorne. a

sci-fi action/adventure, is coming
soon. It’s similar in look and feel to

Out of This World, but an advanced

rotoscoping method was used to pro-

duce even smoother and more realistic

animation. The game features an all-

new character. Kyle Blackthorne, in a

quest to recover the fragmented energy

source known as the Lifestone. The

animation and sound are amazing, and

the game play incorporates Interplay's

trademark problem-solving with action

and adventure. Interplay is planning to

develop the character of Kyle
Blackthorne in other media, as well, so

you'll be hearing much more about this

newcomer in the months to come.

Based on the classic J.R.R. Tolkien

novel. The Lord of the Rings is a huge

adventure that brings all of the charac-

ters from the fantasy to life in roto-

scoped animation. Although the
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7%

technology used to create the different

characters varies, producer Matt
Findley (“The Commissioner”) strong-

armed whatever co-workers were
handy, making them put on costumes

so he could film in real time the actual

movements that the characters make in

the game. Using a Sony Hi-8 video

camera and a production quality VCR
connected to a Macintosh computer, he

was able to grab 30 frames of move-
ment per second. The project’s artists

went to work next, rendering the char-

acters frame by frame using the Deluxe

Paint Animation program. They copied

the filmed motion and light movement
exactly, adding the final colors and

patterns for each character. Although

we can show you screen shots of what

the characters look like, still photos

WHATS
really don't do the game justice. The
smooth, life-like animation in the game
just doesn’t show up in still shots, so

you'll have to see the real thing in

action before judging this one. They
were putting the finishing touches on
the game's sound track when we visit-

ed. and the samples we heard showed
lots of richly orchestrated variety. The
game is Super NES Mouse compatible,

and your party can range in size from

one to seven members. With the Multi-

lap. up to five can play simultaneously.

It’s a completely non-linear game, and

Findley estimates that it will take about

70 hours of play time to complete it.

BUT WAIT-THERiIE'S MORE

Farther out on the horizon arc Star

Trek: Starfleet Academy and The Lost

Vikings II. Erik the Swift. Baleog the

Fierce and Olaf the Stout will all be

back for a second puzzling adventure,

and this lime they're so lost, they can't

even find themselves. What they will

find, though, are some new characters

along the way who have special abili-

ties that will help them out of sticky

situations. This sequel will be a three-

player game and will be accompanied

by a new. original soundtrack.

AT

Space travelers of a different sort,

the crew from Star Trek will be appear-

ing in Star Trek: Starfleet Academy,
the Starship Bridge Simulator later this

year. Unlike the Star Trek adventure

titles out there, this one is a flight sim

that puts you on the bridge of one of

three different starships for one of an

expected 24 scenarios. The eight-meg

game uses high-speed. 3-D polygon
graphics and features William
Shatner’s digitized voice. Game pro-

ducer Jeremy Barnes (“Morpheus
BlackstafF’) says that you'll have to

mind your manners. Interaction outside

the sim portion of the game includes

talking to and working with crew
members, and how you treat them can

make a difference in the outcome of

your flight.

1
1
a

1 Ll

n.
Findley got others in the office to play the

parts of other Lord of the Rings characters.
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Finding the Fork is the name of the game in

the cold, dark caves of Stage Two. This Stage

is a long one, but there are many helpful

items to pick up, as well as a few tricks, warps

and short cuts that will make your journey

easier. Keep your eyes peeled for the Mallet— it will

pack a wallop when you need it most.THE (AVEf

ITEM IN THE
GROUND

SECRET
LETTER

SPECIAL
ITEM

Watch out lor this cave - 1

it's a trick! Instead of

containing treats and

treasure, it will zap you 1

back to Start

lipTf



The Bosses of Stage Two are a flock of “pter-

rible” Pterodactyls! Stand on the left side of the

screen and hit the first on the head until an
arrow appears on his neck. Jump up onto his

neck and ride along until the second Boss

comes. Watch the arrows and keep hitting,

then repeat with the third Pterodactyl.

PREHISTORIK MAN

FUT THE
UNFRIENDUf SKIES





Hang on to your Hang Glider -the Sign

Post says that a Boss is right around the

THi ADVENTURE



Finding and collecting Diamonds i;

the key to completing most of the

stages in The Jungle Book.
By defeating a certain enemy in each stage. Mowgli

will get a Shovel that will take him to a Bonus Round

MyTENDMPOWt

The Jungle Book, the game, basical-

ly follows the story line ofthe movie.

That really helps! There aren't many
NES games coming

out right now—this

one definitely deserves a look. Since

many players will be familiar with

the characters. The Jungle Book
delivers a more enjoyable play expe-

rience. Play control is good and

Mowgli’s movements are well ani-

mated and well-defined. The diffi-

culty level, when set at the default

“normal” setting, allows players of

all ages to jump right in and start

working their way through the

stages. The Expert difficulty level

ups the attack power of enemies.

Some stages must be completed by

collecting a certain quantity of

Gems, but others also require you to

battle a boss character in order to

continue.

side-scrolling. The various enemies

JUNGLE BOY
MAKES GOOD!

During The Jungle Book, the

movie, Mowgli is always

saved by Bagheera the pan-

ther or Baloo the bear or

some other jungle friend.

That’s not the case in Virgin

(James’ newest NES outing,

The Jungle Book. Mowgli, a

rather spry young waif, must

rely on his own skills and a

few odd weapons consisting

mostly of bananas.



You can sec how agile Mowgli is

even before you begin playing. On
the title screen, Mowgli runs in and
pushes the text out of view. The
motions are very realistic. You’ll

appreciate the work that went into

making him move the way he does.

LITTLE SWINGER
Mowgli uses vines to get around in some areas. He'll grab on to

them if you're holding the Control Pad in the right direction.

CATA-PROPULSION
Jumping on the “empty” end of a

catapult will launch Mowgli sky-

ward. There are bound to be some
precious Gems in the upper regions.

SQUASH 'EM!
Even though Mowgli is hardly more heft to flatten wart hogs, monkeys,
than a featherweight, he’s got enough toads and other random baddies.

mmmm
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THE JUNGLE BOOK STORY
Kaa, the sneaky snake, Baloo

the friendly bear, an orangu-

tan named King Louie, and
the king of the jungle, Shere
Khan, appear and play inte-

gral roles in the story. Ultima-

tely, though, it’s good ol’

Baloo that explains the Bare

Necessities to Mowgli and
teaches him the meaning of what a

true friend is. In the end, Mowgli
does go to the man-village, but he

will never forget who his real

friends are. The stages in the game
follow the major events of the story

and the major characters remain

The Jungle Book, in its animated

form, has been viewed and loved by
millions of people. As you may al-

ready know. The Jungle Book story

begins with Mowgli, orphaned
shortly after birth in the jungle,

being taken in, befriended and
raised by a pack of wolves. Several

years pass and the wolf pack votes

that young Mowgli should be

returned to the “man-village.”

Mowgli doesn’t think this is such a

good idea but is more or less duped
into going with Bagheera, his loyal

panther friend, to the man-village.

As they journey, characters like

true to form. It’s a fun movie

that also makes for a fun game!

This is one game that accurately

matches the age of the movie

audience to the age of the game
players.



KAA

MONKEY DISCIPLINE

The primate on the branch just to the

left of Kaa is a nuisance. Teach him a

lesson in bana-

na-tossing. De-
feating him will

earn you a Shov-
el!

LOOK OUT BELOW!
Mowgli must make this semi-blind

jump in order to continue up the tree.

Don’t make a full jump—you're likely

to land on a small snake. Ouch!

The Great Tree is home to Kaa, the

giant boa. A slithering character with

a crazed look in his eyes, Kaa doesn’t

take kindly to visitors encroaching on
his property. That is, if anyone can

figure out a way to get to the top of the

tree! If you know how the doors work,

it’s easy!



THE JUNGLE BOOK

Bunches of Grapes are essential

for energy replacement.

Mowgli can throw tvw Bananas

at once with this item.

SNAKE-BITTEN!

MM

JUNGLE ICONS
Diamonds are key to making it

through the Levels. Get 'em!

EEC

Extra time will be added to the

timer when you snag Clocks.

Mowglis. the

KAA THE SNAKE

Pesky little groups ofjungle mosquitoes can

be obliterated with a few Bananas. Hang back
and hurl, Mowgli!

NEED SOME RAID?

Kaa awakens when you approach if you

have collected all ten Gems in the Great

Tree. You can use your Mask power to repel

Kaa’s hypnotizing shots while you attack.

Kaa moves to one ol four locations when he attacks. Jump up

and down on the branches accordingly for your attacks.



START

Don’t let the "normal” side-scrolling

routine of heading off to the right lead you

into missing the Diamond that is located to

Mowgli’s left.

Begin by riding

the turtle shell

over to the left and

jumping to the

ledge. The Dia-

mond is high up in

the far left tree.

CO WEST, YOUNG IMP

CROCODILE ROCK
While riding on the croc’s head, use the

Mask item to make yourself invincible if

you have it. If not, jump carefully!

u
l t

'•»
i
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BALOO

By the time you get to Level 4, you
should be more than familiar with all of

the moves that Mowgli can do. Precise

jumping skills are needed in order to

make it to the end ofThe River to meet
with Baloo. It will take some convinc-

ing to get the bear to help you.

DIRTY BIRD

9 A A
10 A A A
1 1 A A A
12 A A A
13 A A A
14 A A A
A^SINIONGROCKJSJ

This bird is quite a nuisance because it

flies back and forth right in the path of
your swing when you’re on the vine.



X-, .

THE JUNGLE BOOK

Stand on the edge of the branch, press Up
while holding down the B Button and then

press the A Button to jump up, out, and over

to the vine. Just watch out for the bird!

PIRANHA ATTACK!
You can tell where
the Piranhas are

going to appear

because you’ll see

bubbles on the

water’s surface a

second before they

jump.
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It’s extremely easy to get lost in The Tree Village

because the area is so similar looking in various

locations and the Transporter doors take you to so

many different places. It’s a good thing we’ve pro-

vided you with a map! Follow it! TREE BOP
ANOTHER BIG JUMP After you complete the tree maze and

collect all ten Gems, make your way
to the upper right corner of the area to

lake on the three monkeys. They try

to hide behind a giant shield, but you

I ff
just have to wait for

[ f p
them to attack you

|
first to get a clear shot

I
at them. Nail one at a

Mowgli won’t be able to make the branch in this

BKapi area with a big

|M|.
|

jump, but he’ll beg”*"— % \ able to catch the

ftffUgflurr , ;v
j

vine that hangs

from the branch

HKtiaE and then climb up.

SQUIRREL TROUBLE
The Squirrel’s odd mpattern of move- ^

ment may throw «

you off, so take a

little time and peg

himwithafewwell- M
placed Bananas.

START



THE JUNGLE BOOK

Mowgli only has to collect one Gem in

order to finish Level 8? Sounds easy,

huh? Nope. Mowgli must scamper up
The Ruins by jumping onto about 100

brittle ledges. He won’t be able to

stand on them because they will fall

after about two seconds.

KING LOUIE
King Louie takes his primate

helpers in hand and “bowls”

them at Mowgli. Just jump
over them and pelt the King
with Bananas.
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SHOW YOUR TEAM SPIRIT-

WEAR A POWER T!

To enter, either fill out the Player's Poll response card or print your
name, address, telephone number, Vol. 59, and the answer to the

trivia question on a plain 3 1/2" x 5" card. Mail your entry to this

address:

purer* pou vrn. ss
PA BOX *7018

l MM M073I7U
One entry per person, please. All entries must be postmarked no
later than May 1, 1994. We are not responsible for lost or misdirect-

ed mail. On or about May 15, 1994, winners will be randomly drawn
from among all eligible entries. By accepting their prizes, winners
consent to the use of their names, photographs, or other likenesses

for the purpose of advertisements or promotions on behalf of

"Nintendo Power” magazine or Nintendo of America Inc (NOA)
without further compensation. Prizes are limited to one per house-

hold.

Chances of winning are determined by the total number of entries

received. The ratio of prizes to entry cards distributed is

61:1,000,000, No substitution of prizes is permitted. All prizes will be

awarded. To receive a list of winners, which will be available after

May 31, 1994, send your request to the address above.

GRAND PRIZE: NOA will provide air travel and accommodations for

the winner and one guest, If under 18, the winner must be accom-
panied by a parent or guardian. The winner must also provide a

written release to NOA. Estimated value of the trip is S5.000. Exact

date of the trip is subject to determination by NOA. Some restric-

tions apply. Void where prohibited by law. This contest is subject to

all federal, state and local laws and regulations.
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APRIL 1994

The fighting gets brutal this month. Mortal Kombat, which has topped the charts for the last four

months, got knocked down by the old champion, Street Fighter n Turbo! Ken Griffey Jr. hits the Top

20 just in time for baseball season, checking in at the number twelve spot.

SUPER NES

L

1

—
15,352

POINTS

8 MONTHS J

STREET FIGHTER ETURBO 6 POINTS

Street Fighter II Turbo is
( 7 pc$?nts )

making a major comeback , —"6668"
i

with the Players this month.
{
8 points

J

M How will this fight go next —~

6
~
659 j

month? 1 J points
I

12,860
POINTS

28 MONTHS

MORTAL KOMBAT
i

"#
!

It s a tough choice between
- VSHitafel

,wo grea, fighting

games. Although this game
was the Dealers’ favorite, it

still slipped down a notch.

THE LEGEND Of ZELDCIUt

SECRET OF MANA

DISNEY’S ALADDIN

STAR FOX

NHL STANLEY Clip

fiom 1 MADDEN NFL ’94

ansfs NBA JAM

12 R.»r. KEN GRIFFEY JR. PRESENTS MLB

f13^ai TMNT TOURNAMENT FIGHTERS

114S I
CLAY FIGHTER

Link's Super NES adventure 0 5 points
is bringing in the points,

, 4385 ,

even after two years on the I I D points j

charts!

8,507
POINTS

SUPER MARIO ALL-STARS

With four games on one

Game Pak. Super Mario
All-Stars offers some-
thing for everyone.

8,630
POINTS

[17 k|I$ts 1

SUPER MARIO KART is

JURASSIC PARK

FINAL FANTASY II

POINTS .1

The racers are back on liq 3,828

track and speeding their kl POINTS -

way back lo the lop! 20 poSfs

SUPER EMPIRE STRIKES BACK

SUPER BOMBERMAN

TOO NINTENDO POWER



& 20
GAME BOY

THE LEGEND OFZELDA:
“
AWAKENING

Wake the Wind Fish before

it is too late! If you haven't

played this game, grab it

quick!

6

HU

SUPER MARIO LAND 2:
1

GOLDEN COINS

Mario's biggest Game Boy
adventure is still at the top

of the charts, but Wario’s

adventure is heading toward

the ceiling!

7 POINTS ] SUPER MARIO LAND

8 poImt° TETRIS

( 9_raNTS 1 METROID tt SIMIIS RMIMS

FACEBALL 200010

12 rSTSts I MEGA MAN EZ

13 POINTS WflRIO LAND: SUP!

KIRBY’S PINBALL LAND '®yi
u V,

.. This hybrid of video game
n®* ji ®JI and pinball will offer play-

... ers hours of fun. No quar-

ters neec*e^'

KIRBY’S DREAM LAND
Kirby is dreaming ol

13,190
retaking the lop. Can
he do it?

10,466
POINTS [points]

16 pSStc I
FINAL FANTASY ADVENTURE

(US] YOSHI’S COOKIE

FINAL FANTASY LEGEND II

The two-player option

has this Game Pak sell-

ing twice as fast.

18

19HT FINAL FANTASY LEGEND

20 poms TMNT EH: ridical rescue
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PLAYING
LOOK FOR THESE RELEASES SOON

Compony
Suggested Retoil Price

Release Date
Memory Size

Game Type

Nintendo

$49.95
April 1994

16 Megabits
Baseball for one or two players

Ken Griffey Jr. helped develop [he ultimate 16-bit video

baseball game for Nintendo, and it’s right on base. This

month's Sports Scene covers Griffey MLB in an opening
day of this baseball season special edition.

KEN GRIFFEY JR. PRESENTS
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

Great animation and play control combined with the best options

in any Super NES baseball game. The AI is unmatched by other base-
ball sims. It’s both realistic and fun with battery backed up memory.

B The game does not include the MLBPA license, but it does have
an editor so you can change player names. Some purists might not

like the fact that season stats are kept only for one team.

TURN & BURN:
NO FLY ZONE

Company
Suggested Retail Price .

Release Date
Memory Size ......

Game Type

Absolute
$64 95

April 1994

16 Megabits
Combat flight sim for one player

The graphics are so realistic once you're in ihe cockpit of

this F-14 Tomcat that you'll wish you had a seat harness.

From the carrier deck to dogfights in the clouds, fly along-

side our test pilot in this month's Power review.

D Realistic cockpit graphics

and exterior views. The controls

are easy to master, but they also

seem realistic

The missions don't offer

much tactical variety for the

pilot.

STAR TREK:
THE NEXT GENERATION

Company Spectrum Holobyte
Suggested Retail Price Not Available
Release Date April 1994
Memory Size 16 Megobits
Game Type Sci-fi adventure

You're in command of the starship Enterprise on its 16

meg journey to find new life and civilizations and to bold-

ly blast aliens who blast at you first.

B The game closely resembles the hit TV series in many ways. The

story is involving. Away Team adventures are varied and fun. Good
sound and graphics.

B The action battles occur too often, involve little strategy, and slow
down the game.
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TIMETRAX

Suggested Retail Price $59 95
Release Date Apnl 1994

Memory Size 8 Megabits
Gome Type Action for one player

Darien Lambert comes back from the future to track

time-traveling criminals in the 20th Century, and now you
can join in the action. This eight-level action game is based

on the Prime Time Network adventure. This month's
review will keep you up-to-date.

Darien has cool moves like

the Time Stall that slows down
everything but himself. Good
graphics and play control. Much
more fun than the TV show.

B The gold tokens collected for

Mash-Ti combat don't seem to

have any purpose.

NINJA WARRIORS

ROCKO’S MODERN LIFE:

SPUNKY’S DANGEROUS DAY
Company Viacom
Suggested Retail Price Not Available

Release Date April 1994

Memory Size 12 Megabits
Game Type Cartoon puzzle/action for one player

Rocko the wallaby must lead his pal Spunky through a

dangerous world, but Spunky is blind to the peril and keeps

moving forward. It's up to Rocko to prepare the way by

cleverly dispatching enemies, creating bridges and pas-

sages and in so doing saving Spunky from himself. Many
of the stages almost seem like puzzles, but you have the

added time element of Spunky moving steadily forward,

forcing you to act.

Company
Suggested Retail Price

Release Date
Memory Size

Game Type

Toito

Not Available

April 1994

12 Megabits
Scrolling fighter for one player

A rebel faction seeks to overthrow the tyrant leader of the

nation, and you will be the instrument of his destruction. In

Ninja Warriors, you choose to be one of three super

android forms and wail on everything that moves in eight

hard-fought levels of martial arts action.

Q Easy to play. Cool charac

ters.

B Neither very challenging nor

inventive.

X-KALIBER

O03\ Activision

Suggested Retail Price $5999
Release Date April 1994

Memory Size 8 Megabits
Gome Type Action for one or two players

New York of the future is a violent place where warlords

fight each other for control of the streets. As a special

forces agent armed with an awesome sword, you must

brave the dangers to save your partner. Nintendo Power
takes you into the heat of the action.

D Variety of play is impressive,*

especially with the two-player

battle mode, which is like a

street fighting game. Good play

control.

B In the scrolling game, the six

stages are fairly similar. Game
time for most players will be fair-

ly short.

This is a very clever idea with some challenging puzzles to clear.

The graphics, based on the Nicktoons cartoon, look great. The pass-

word allows you to skip levels you've already completed.

B Play control has too much drift, so you never feel as if you have

good control over Rocko. Since many of the puzzle elements require

precise control, this game can be overly challenging.

BILL WALSH
COLLEGE FOOTBALL

Company Electronic Arts

Game Type Football for up to five players

Legendary coach Bill Walsh of the Stanford Cardinal puts

his face and wisdom on the line of scrimmage with this

game. The engine that drives it is very similar to the one in

Madden NFL ‘94, and so are the options, including the

best college teams of recent decades. The 24 teams from
the 1992 season may not have the school logos, but they do
resemble those teams in the way they play.

E3 Excellent play control. You can play using past national champi-

onship teams. The five-player, multi-tap option is great. Passwords
save an 11-game season.

B The play selection screen graphics are difficult to read. The
on-field graphics aren't as sharp as Madden NFL '94. Real school

names and logos are not used.
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SPACE ACE
Company Absolute
Suggested Retail Price $59.95
Release Date April 1 994
Memory Size 8 Megabits
Game Type Action

Cartoons come to life when the evil Borf attacks Earth

with the diabolical Infanto Ray that turns everyone into

babies. You take on the action role of Dexter. Earth-hero,

who must run. jump and blast his way to victory.

Great graphics that could be

straight out of a cartoon or com-
ic book.

B The play control is unforgiv-

ing. One slight misstep and
Dexter bites it. As a result, you'll

spend a lot of time covering the

same ground.

NATSUME CHAMPIONSHIP
WRESTLING

Company Natsume
Suggested Retail Price $69.95
Release Date April 1994
Memory Size )6 Megabits
Game Type Wrestling :or one or two players

Say hello to wrestling Natsume style. You can join in the

Tournament. Tag Match, Round Robin or Exhibition. The
game features many complex moves set up like a street

fighting martial arts game with weak, medium and strong

variations.

D Good graphics. Lots of moves.

B No real wrestlers. Complex play control.

PIRATES OF DARK WATER
Company SunSoft
Suggested Retail Price $59.99
Release Date April 1994
Memory Size 8 Megabits
Game Type Comic action for one or two players

It’s seven-plus stages of action on the seven seas of Mer
where the king is dying and the pirate-lord Bloth will do
anything to stop Ren. Ioz and Tula from saving the world

from the Dark Water. Two of the heroes can take on the

pirates simultaneously in a Battletoads type of fight that

ranges vertically as well as horizontally and includes the

ability to clobber your companion. The backgrounds are

also full of actions with dragon riders flying to the attack

and eventually landing in the foreground. Heroes use mar-

tial arts or their weapons, plus each of them has a special

move that drains some of their energy.

D Excellent character graphics and some interesting elements like

the action in the backgrounds and the obstacles and traps that you

can make use of in your fighting strategy.

B The enemies are not very challenging, but they look great. The ani-

mation is stiff and depth perception can be difficult when you're fight-

ing on the edge of a cliff reminiscent of Battletoads games.

SUPER BASES LOADED 2

Company Jaleco
Suggested Retail Price Not Available
Release Date April 1994
Memory Size 12 Megabits
Game Type Baseball for one or two players

Super Bases Loaded 2 features Mode 7 scaling on infield

plays and a more traditional overhead look when the ball is

smacked into the outfield or over the wall. A special DSP
chip is used to speed up the calculations necessary for the

scaling effect. Like previous Bases Loaded games, the

teams and players are fictitious. Options include Auto
Fielding for either the infield or outfield, choosing the

number of innings, and turning Errors On or Off. In Ihe

team edit mode you can create a squad of super players

with skill ratings from one to eight in five skill categories.

You can play a 162-game season and check a full range of

statistics including league leaders.n
The infield animation looks great, but even with the DSP it is slow.

You can create your own team. Great stats.

B In spite of the DSP chip. Super Bases Loaded has slow play, espe-

cially in the infield, and there are no licenses to add a sense of reality.

SUPER CHASE HQ
Company Taito

Suggested Retail Price Not Available
Release Date February 1994

Memory Size 8 Megabits
Gome Type Driving oction

Criminal elements have taken to the road once again, and
you're just the cop to drive them to justice. You'll race

after the getaway car, which has a dramatic lead, and ram it

into submission once you catch up to it.

B Good graphics. Passwords.

B Driving control doesn't feel very realistic and the game is not over-

ly challenging.
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SUPER PINBALL:
BEHIND THE MASK

SUPER TROLL ISLAND

Company
Suggested Retail Price

Release Date
Memory Size

Game Type

American Technos
$59.95

April 1994

8 Megobits
Pinball for up to four players

Pinball comes to the Super NES in a big way with American
|

Technos’ three-in-one pinball simulation. Digitized graph-

ics and sound add a lot to the real pinball feel. From the flip-

pers to the Tilt control, Super Pinball feels right to the touch
j

and the ball seems to move well. The best part of the three <

games—Blackboard & Ironman, Wizard, and Jolly Joker arc

the hidden bonuses. The ultimate goal in any of these games
j

is to open the Forbidden Door, but you’ll have to score mil- .

lions to see it. One nice option is that there is a competition

mode of play in which four players can take alternating
*

turns, trying to outscore the others.

D The look, the feel and the sound is real pinball. Lots of bonus

opportunities.

Q The 3-D perspective of the entire pinball machine being shown in

one screen is a bit unusual, but the speed of the ball seems realistic

whether it's in the back or front.

POLE POSITION

Comoonv Ubi Soft

Suaaested Retail Price Not Available

Release Date September 1993

Memory Size 8 Megabits
Game Type F-1 Racing for two players

F-l Pole Position combines realism with variety for fast,

two-player F-l racing action. Although initially released

last fall, the game appeared only in two markets. This

spring, Ubi Soft makes F- 1 Pole Position available across

the country. Aside from the standard options like a season

of World Grand Prix racing on 16 international tracks and

having a Test Run Mode for checking out the tracks, F-l

Pole Position lets you choose both your car and team.

Other useful options include control of weather and the

number of laps to be raced.

D Good steering control. A fun, two-player racer.

B The narrow view can make it difficult to see upcoming
turns.

Company
Suggested Retail Price ...

American Softworks

Not Available

Release Date March 1994

Memory Size. .4 Megabits
Game Type Puz2le action for one player

The Trolls must bring light and color to their threatened

world in this action game with a strong puzzle element.

You can select one of four Trolls, each with a special abil-

ity such as a super jump, faster running speed, tremendous

strength or the ability to swim. In each short stage, the

Troll must gather items and restore color to a black and

white world by covering the entire territory and reaching

hidden areas.

D Good graphics and some engaging puzzle-solving, but the theme

is targeted to younger players. A password lets you save stages.

B There isn't much challenge to most of the puzzles. The Troll theme

is dated.

FUN ‘N’ GAMES
Company
Suggested Retail Price

Tradewest
Not Available

Release Date February 1993

Memory Size 8 Megabits
Game Type Creativity

Fun ‘N’ Games combines puzzles, arcade games, a paint

program and a music editor all in one Pak. The puzzles let

you piece together creatures or outfits. The three arcade

games are simple shooting or bopping games—shoot the

asteroid or bop the clown. The paint program contains

dozens of crazy patterns and Mario Paint-type stamps

while the music editor lets you place notes on a scale to

create songs. The game is Super NES Mouse compatible,

but it can also be played with other controllers.

D Fun 'N' Games has lots of variety for younger players and artists,

but none of the games, puzzles or creative tools are very complex and

more advanced gamers may find them to be too limited.

B You need the Super NES Mouse for decent control, and if you

have the Mouse, most likely you also have Mario Paint.
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SOCCER KID

Company Ocean
Suggested Retail Price Rental Only
Release Date Apnl 1994
Memory Size 12 Megabits
Game Type Action for one player

When aliens swoop down and steal the 1994 World Cup, )

then smash up on an asteroid during their escape, the scene I

is set for Soccer Kid. He dribbles, he kicks, he shoots, he
|

hates yellow cards. Soccer Kid uses his trusty soccer ball

to attack fiends and reach new areas as he seeks the five
j

pieces of the scattered World Cup.

Soccer fans should enjoy the

theme and graphics. Soccer Kid

uses unique methods to make
his way in the world.

B The theme isn't for every-

body. Don't confuse this action

game with a soccer sports
game.

WALT DISNEY’S JUNGLE BOOK

Game Type Comic action for one player

Relive Mowgli’s Disney adventure in the jungle with
Baloo, Ka the snake, the Dawn Patrol and Shere Khan in

this exceptional NES game from Virgin. This month's
review covers the "bear” necessities.

A better action interface than Mario Is Missing for the NES.

B The appeal of the game is very young, but young players may not

have the reading skills to work through the clues.

BLUES BROS. JUKEBOX
ADVENTURE

Company THUS

Memory Size 1 Megabit
Game Type Action for one player

Jake and Elwood, the Blues Bros, of Saturday Night Live

fame, have been captured by an evil juke box while on
their way to a concert. You can play with either of the ultra

cool blues stars, guiding them through weird landscapes

where they must collect records to throw at enemies. The
Both option lets you alternate play between the bros.

This is a solid platform game
with lots of challenge.

BThe Blue Bros, theme
doesn't add anything to the

game and seems dated.

Excellent animation and play control make Jungle Book one of the

best NES action games in a long time. Great variety of stages. Action

and Disney fans will love it

B Baloo doesn't sing. Great price.

MARIO’S TIME MACHINE
Company Mindscope
Suggested Retail Price $49.95
Release Date April 1994
Memory Size 2 Megabits
Game Type Edutainment

Mario must go back in time to save Yoshi from the evil

clutches of Bowser. Luckily, he has a time machine that

can be set to various dates as far back as the age of
dinosaurs. Once Mario has zapped himself back in time, he

must find artifacts that Bowser and his Koopas have hid-

den. Clues to the artifacts and interesting facts about the

period pop up when Mario hits information blocks. You
can stomp Koopas and throw shells as in a regular Mario
game, but Mario himself doesn't take damage, which
means that in Mario’s Time Machine, you'll have as much
time as you’ll need.

TIP OFF
Company Ubt Soft

Suggested Retail Price $32.95
Release Date February 1994

Memory Size 1 Megabit
Gome Type— Basketball for one player

International basketball isn’t the same high-scoring,

dream-team affair of NBA and NCAA basketball, but this

b-ball tournament has the feel of real hoops even on the

small screen. In a couple of unique options, you can prac-

tice your half-court game, have a multi-player foul shot

contest or choose from five skill levels for either team.

There are eight international teams including the USA.
Japan and six European teams. There are even close-ups of

slam Hunks

A fairly realistic full-court basketball game with some interesting

options.

B This game can be quite challenging due to the difficulty of control-

ling passes and shots. Quarters are very short and games are there-

fore low scoring.
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PREHISTORIK MAN
Company Titus

Suggested Retail Price $27.99
Release Date April 1994
Memory Size 1 Megabit
Game Type Action

Life for the caveman may have been bad, but existence for

Prehistorik Man is totally rad. This rock ‘n roll neanderthal

bashes dinosaurs with a stick and flies on a primitive hang

glider with the grace of a pteradactyl. Learn what's good to

eat in this month's gourmet Game Boy review.

Fun, good graphics and play

control plus some entertaining

stages and hidden areas.

D Arrows indicate the arrival of

monsters, which diminishes the

challenge. Some backgrounds

were so dark that you could

hardly see your prehistorik man.

SUPER NES TITLE COMPANY
PLAY
INFO

POWER METER RATINGS

6 P C T
GAME TYPE

BILL WALSH COLLEGE FOOTBALL ELECTRONIC ARTS 5P-S/PASS 3.4 m BO 3.3 FOOTBALL

FUN 'N' GAMES TRADEWEST IP 3.4 3.3 2.4 3.1 CREATIVITY

KEN GRIFFEY JR. PRESENTS MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL NINTENDO 2P-S/BATT 4.3 3.5 3.8 3.5 BASEBALL

NATSUME CHAMPIONSHIP WRESTLING NATSUME 2P-S 3.2 2.4 2.8 2.7 WRESTLING

NINJA WARRIORS TAITO IP 3.7 3.7 3.5 3.1 FIGHTING ACTION

PINBALL DREAMS GAMETEK 8P-A 3.4 3.3 3.1 2.8 PINBALL

PIRATES OF DARK WATER SUNSOFT 2P-S 3.6 3.9 3.1 3.0 COMIC ACTION

ROCKO'S MODERN LIFE: SPUNKY'S DANGEROUS DAY VIACOM 1 P/PASS 3.6 2.7 3.2 3.3 ACTION

SOCCER KID OCEAN 1 P/PASS 3.3 2.3 2.8 2.9 ACTION

SPACE ACE ABSOLUTE IP 3.6 2.3 2.6 2.8 ACTION

STAR TREK: THE NEXT GENERATION SPECTRUM HOLOBYTE 1 P/PASS 3.5 2.4 3.7 4.0 SCI-FI ADVENTURE

SUPER BASES LOADED 2 JALECO 2P-S/BATT 3.1 3.3 3.1 3.3 BASEBALL

SUPER CHASE HQ TAITO TP 3.2 3.3 2.8 2.9 DRIVING ACTION

SUPER PINBALL: BEHIND THE MASK AMERICAN TECHNOS 4P-A 3.6 3.8 2.9 2.7 PINBALL

SUPER TROLL ISLAND AMERICAN SOFIWORKS IP 3.2 3.0 2.8 2.8 PUZZLE ACTION

TIME TRAX MALIBU IP 3.5 3.5 3.3 3.5 ACTION

TURN & BURN: NO FLY ZONE ABSOLUTE 1 P/PASS 3.6 2.7 3.3 3.5 FLIGHT SIM

X-KALIBER ACTIVISION 2P-S 3.8 3.5 3.4 3.0 ACTION

NES TITLE COMPANY
PlAY
INFO

POWER METER RATINGS

G P C T
GAME TYPE

MARIO'S TIME MACHINE MINDSCAPE 1 P/PASS 3.3 HIH3 3.0 EDUTAINMENT

WALT DISNEY'S JUNGLE BOOK VIRGIN GAMES IP 4.0 3.3 3.6 3.5 COMIC ACTION

GAME BOY TITLE COMPANY
PLAY POWER METER RATENGS

INFO G P C T
GAME TYPE

BLUES BROS. JUKEBOX ADVENTURE TITUS IP 3.3 3.0 3.1 2.8 ACTION

PREHISTORIK MAN TITUS IP 3.7 3.0 2.9 3.1 ACTION

TIP OFF UBI SOFT I P 1 2.5 1.5 2.3
1
2.5 BASKETBALL

mmt key
You can get the most out of your

game chart by understanding
tne categories. Title, Company
and game type are self explana-

tory. Use this Key to understand

Play info and the valuable Power
Meter ratings.

PLAY INFO
Games are made to be played with as many
as eight players. Some also employ a battery

or password to save game play data.

#P = NUMBER OF PLAYERS
S = SIMULTANEOUS
A = ALTERNATING

BATT = BATTERY
PASS = PASSWORD

POWER METER
The Pros at Nintendo HQ rate

i
each new game. Ratings are
from 1 (poor) to 5 (excellent) in

four different categories.

G = GRAPHICS AND SOUND
P = PLAY CONTROL
C= CHALLENGE
T=THEME AND FUN
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PROJECT REALITY NINTENDO

About a month ago, Nintendo of
America announced that games for

the upcoming 64-bit Project Reality

system would utilize a new genera-

tion of super ROM (Read Only
Memory) chips with mega memory.
The minimum memory configuration

on Project Reality games will be 100

megabits, which is about five times

the size of today's biggest Super NES
games. Since much of video game
graphics make use of character based

memory with a compression ratio of
about 50 to I over conventional data

storage, this 100 megabits represents

a huge memory storehouse for the

new generation of graphically inten-

sive games. In historical terms, the

minimum increase in game memory
size for any video game system seems
to be a factor of eight. The NES went

from 256K games to a standard of 2

megabits and the Super NES has gone
from 4 megabits up to 24 megabits

and climbing. For Project Reality,

that means you’ll probably see games
that are at least 800 megabits. With

memory compression factored in,

you'll end up with games that are

hundreds of times the size of many
Super NES games. You'll need that

memory, too, because the new gener-

ation of realistic graphics made possi-

ble by Silicon Graphics’ MIPS
technology being used in the system
will need plenty of data to keep spin-

ning its incredible web of illusions.

The decision to use megachips
rather than CD-ROM came down to

the need for access speed. To gener-

ate realistic, quick moving graphic

applications like flight sims and oth-

er 3-D environments, you need
almost instant access to a huge data

base. CD-ROMs have the huge data

base necessary, but their data
retrieval or access times are at least

one to two million times slower than

the new chips. CD-ROM is great for

some applications like encyclopedias

where speed isn't a factor and
Nintendo may offer a CD-ROM
accessory at some future lime for the

Project Reality control deck. But so

far at least, no one has come up with a

CD-ROM game that really provides

anything that is both unique and fun,

and CD-ROMs are an extremely
expensive delivery device, especially

when you consider the return. Sega's

announced Saturn, only a 32-bit sys-

tem, will cost about twice as much as

Nintendo’s vastly more powerful sys-

tem in large part because it has a CD-
ROM drive.

The difference in access times between most CD-
ROMs and ROM chips is staggering. Imagine the

Space Shuttle traveling at about 16,000 mph. The dif-

ference in speed between the Space Shuttle and a

snail is the same as the difference between ROM sili-

con chips and a CD-ROM, a difference of about 2 mil-

lion times. In 90 minutes the Space Shuttle can circle

the globe while the snail will travel about 60 feet The
next time someone tells you that CD-ROM is the wave
of the future, tell them that the future doesn’t belong

to snails. Snail .008 mph
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FINAL FANTASY DI SQUARE SOFT

Touted as the biggest Final Fantasy

game ever in Japan, Final Fantasy VI

(which will be released in the U.S.

this fall as Final Fantasy III) made an

early landfall in America when it

arrived at the Pak Watch desk.

Currently, the producers at Square are

translating and rewriting the 700
pages of text and making graphic

changes to enhance the play for

American gamers. The pictures
shown here are of the finished
Japanese game. What is clear from

the moment you plug in the pak is

that this game will blow away fans of

Final Fantasy II and Mystic Quest

with superior graphics. Many of the

backgrounds in cinema scenes and

battles are digitized images that give

a more realistic feel to the game.
Special effects also include a Mode 7

flight aboard a Chocobo and some
cool animations of spells and attacks

in the battle scenes.

As for the story, it's another fasci-

nating mix of myth and technology,

magic and reality. This Final Fantasy

world has passed through an age
without magic, and they’ve devel-

oped a mechanical technology. But

now, certain people are beginning to

use magic again, and that is causing

problems.

What makes this game even more

promising is the variety of play.

Throughout the game you'll meet up

with other characters and parties. You
can join any of them, and by so doing

you’ll change your course toward the

conclusion that is common to all of

the paths. As a result, you’ll be able

to play FFII1 over and over and never

have the same experience twice. One
trip through the game should lake

about 80 hours, which means you’ll

be getting a lot for your money this

October when the game ships.

WM A.S.P. AIR STRIKE PATROL seta

The war in the gulf may be over, but

the challenge of pitting your piloting

skills against a heavily armed foe

remains with Seta’s A.S.P. Air Strike

Patrol. Your Pak Pilot had seen sever-

al versions of this game over the past

six months, but the Final version sur-

prised us with some great new fea-

tures including very realistic digitized

dialogue. A.S.P. has the arcade feel of

EA’s Desert Strike, but it also con-

tains realistic mission briefings and

combat scores that seem more like

they belong to a strategy game. The
game has eight missions, but each
mission is complex enough to require

numerous sorties or air strikes. You’ll

cruise in low over the mountains

toward your target in the F-14, then

drop your semi-smart missiles on ene-

my installations. Fuel and ammo is

limited, so you have to fly smart and

get back to base. There isn’t any

high-speed dog fighting here, but then

the real Desert Storm pilots ruled the

skies unchallenged, as well. A.S.P.

should be on deck later this spring.
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WORLDCUP USA 94 U.S. GOLD

Here’s a Pak Watch puzzler: what's

the biggest single sporting event in

the world? It isn't the World Series or

even Nintendo's Powerfest '94.

Numero uno is the World Cup—soc-

cer's once in four years international

championship tournament. What
makes it special in 1994 is that the

World Cup is being held in the U.S.

You can even win a trip to see it in our

Player's Poll Contest. The official

licensed soccer game to go along with

the Cup is WorldCup USA 94 from
U.S. Gold. It’s an overhead, interna-

tional soccer sim that includes the

actual 24 finalists—the best soccer

teams in the world. The video matches

take place in the nine stadiums around

the country that will hold the actual

events. One to four players will be

able to hit the pitch and a battery

backed memory will save your
progress toward the World Cup. If all

this isn't international enough for you.

the game also has eight languages to

choose from including English,
Spanish, French and German.

RISE OF THE ROBOTS ABSOLUTE

From across the Atlantic comes one of

the most stunning combat games
you're likely to see all year. Rise of the

Robot’s from Absolute utilizes

state-of-the-art ray-tracing techniques

and 3-D perspectives to create futuris-

tic scenes that blew more than a few
minds at last winter’s CES, this Pak
Peeker included. Although basically

it’s a fighting game. Rise also includes

some adventure aspects and animated

cinema scenes that make it seem like

more of an action game. In the game,
you are an experimental cyborg who
must combat a morphing enemy called

the Supervisor and all his lesser super-

visees before they crush humanity with

their mechanical minions. Eurogamers

eat this stuff up, but when the graphics

are this good and smoothly animated.

it's hard not to agree with them that the

future is dark, yes, but also a lot of fun.

Rise of the Robots is an exceptional

showcase for the advanced graphics

capability of the Super NES. (Your
alternative is to shell out $700 bucks to

play it on 3DO or an unknown amount
of quarters when the arcade game hits

the streets this spring.) Rise for the

Super NES should debut this summer.

Kirby’s first Super NES appearance is

scheduled for this summer when
Kirby's Tee Shot from Nintendo
arrives. Some of you will recall that

Pak Watch announced a game called

Special Tee Shot last year. That game
has been improved considerably from

an interesting but indescribable sort of

golf thing to a Kirby game that will

appeal to anyone who likes a fun chal-

S TEE SHOT
lenge. The basic idea is to put Kirby in

the hole. Your score is dependent upon

how many shots it takes. But the real

action is in the incredible assortment

of obstacles that make this anything

but a straight putt. In some cases,

you'll have to lob Kirby over trees or

between islands and drop him straight

into a hole. There are four levels of

challenge with eight holes in each.
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From the world of the Macintosh
computer comes a 3-D arena battle

that kept this Pak Patroller running for

cover and gunning for glory. Spectre

puts you in command of a cyber tank

or battle craft in a cyber universe. You
can pick up gas, ammo and heal items

along with plenty of damage from
enemy tanks as you hunt down flags

that send you to ever higher levels of

challenge. One or two players can

enter the virtual battle. Four options

await the dueling cyber tankers: an

all-out Arena brawl, the strategic Flag

Rally in which you collect Hags for

points, teaming up with a computer
ally to capture the other guy's Hag, or

the cooperative Allied assault. One of

the best parts of the game is that you
can choose any of three configura-

tions of tanks, or customize one of

your own design. Your Pak Tanker

MONSTER MAX

was impressed by the control of his

vehicle. In addition to good speed and

maneuverability, you can jump high

above the plain (useful lor seeing ene-

mies and goals over the horizon), zap

to a new part of the level through

hyperspace or take a warp zone to

higher levels. Cybersoft is the new
brand name of Gametek. and it seems

that they'll be off to a great start when
Spectre arrives this spring

TITUS

For those of you who liked Sony's

Altered Space for Game Boy. Titus

will soon introduce Monster Max with

much the same type of challenge and

look. Max is a teenage monster who
just wants to have his own rock band,

but an evil guy named Krond is ran-

sacking the planet and Max must go
into training to defeat the fiend. Setting

his Strat aside, he journeys through

nine levels of intense puzzle action in

three quarter view, multi-room stages.

Although the game play was good, and

often very challenging, this Pak Max

was most impressed with the balance

of the game. From the graphics to the

story, to the items Max can use and the

puzzles he must solve, all the elements

really came together in a fun game.

You can check out this monster Pak

later this spring.

CLAY FIGHTER SAMENT interplay

Some companies, like Interplay, just

roll with the hits. In particular, their

hit Clay Fighter is getting some new
options and turbo speed in Clay
Fighter Tournament. Pak Watch took

a look at the new 24 megabit game
and came away impressed. The tour-

nament options include Double
Elimination. Single Elimination and

Sudden Death. In addition to the extra

competition modes, up to eight play-

ers can join in the fun, taking turns

with the original cast of fighters.

That's not all that was improved in

the game. The speed settings can now
be increased to a lightning fast rate

and the backgrounds where the fights

lake place have been created using

Interplay's unique claymation
effects. This Pak Puncher thinks Clay

Tournament will turn out to be one of

the best fighters ever.
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-PAK WATCH UPDATE
There are more ways than one to jam, and the NBA

isn't the only place where the slam meisters show off

their technique. Sport Accolade kept that in mind when
they were working on Barkley: Slwl Up And Jam! Sir

Charles may be the only recognizable name in this street

ball, dunkfest, but the action will be familiar to any fan

of Jam. and that’s just about everyone. The teams come
from ‘Hoods around the country and Phoenix where Sic

Charles rules. Up to four players can play using teams
with orbital jumping abilities just like Jam. Actually,

just about everything in this game is just like Jam except

it’s rougher. You don’t just slam dunk, you slam your

opponents, too. Apparently, the Big Bark had his say in

the development of Shut Up And Jam. Next month's
Sports Scene will take a closer look at this game.

Direct from the jungles of central America comes
some views of Activision's Super Pitfall Harry. Your
Pak Watchers have been following the progress of this

one with some interest due to the talented crew that

Activision has put on the project. We also thought you
might like to take a look at Battletech, the sequel to last

year's MechWarrior. Bigger mechs and more realistic

3-D landscapes should add to the feel of the game while

the play should be hotter with a greater emphasis on the

actual battles. Although both games are looking good
this spring, they won’t hit the shelves until late summer
or fall.

When our source at Square Soft stopped by the Pak
Watch desk the other day. he not only brought with him
the vast and inspiring Final Fantasy III. he also had
tucked away a copy of Breath of Fire. In Japan. Breath

of Fire was a Capcom release that met with consider-

able success, but Capcom licensed the game to Square

for the American market. What Square got in the deal

was an excellent RPG with a unique look and lots of

play value. In this game, you control parties of four

characters, some human and some quite monstrous, but

all with widely varying skills. For instance, one
sprite-like character can use magic to become a dragon,

as seen in the screen shot below.

Your ever-vigilant Pak Watch reporters also came
across Enix’s 16-bit conversion of Dragon Warrior / <6

2 for the Super Famicom. Although the games follow

the same story as the NES versions, including the same
monsters, villages, items and tasks, the graphics and

music have changed, and in some instances the change
is dramatic. One of our Pak Watch testers cranked the

stereo during game play sessions due to the dramatic

sound track. Enix America Corp. hasn’t decided
whether to translate the game and bring it out in the U.S.
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and they would love to hear from Dragon Warrior fans.

Write to:

Dragon Warrior Comments
2679 151st Place NE
Redmond, WA 98052

The news out of Bandai is that they will have Super
NES and Game Boy versions of Power Rangers coming
out by the end of the year. The version shown at Toy Fair

in February was only 10% complete, but they hope to

have a finished game ready by CES at the end of June.

Pak Watch will keep you posted on this development
project. Also from the realm of television and currently

deep in development are Popeye for the Super NES from
American Technos, Sylvester & Tweety from Sunsoft
and Home Improvement from Absolute. SunSoft's
Speedy Gonzalez should be the next Looney Tunes
release for the Super NES. and it not only looks great, it

has great play control and fast action that’ll knock your
sombrero off.

T*HQ is sponsoring a monster contest for its Sports

Illustrated For Kids: The Ultimate Triple Dare Game
Boy game. The game itself contains snowboarding,
mountain biking and skateboarding, and the contest win-
ner can choose a vacation package featuring one of the

sports in exotic locations or. ..get this, take home
$50,000. This Pak Picker’s choice is to thrash with the

cash, but you can get details on the SI For Kids box.

Previously, Pak Watch mentioned that Kemco was
working on Crazy Chase , a whacky race against time

with a unique perspective. Now we can show it to you.

This still-early version of Crazy Chase shows the first

stage as you tumble down a mountain trail with rolling

logs, banana peels and other less hilarious obstacles like

axes all trying to slow down your clown.

A permanent slow-down has been called for EA's
Mutant League Hockey. The Mutant League characters

are going to be getting a facelift and a new lease away
from sports games. EA hopes to have several Mutant
games in the future, but they’ll be action oriented.

At the ACME coin-op show this March, Capcom
announced that Super Street Fighter II Turbo was on its

way. It may be at your local arcade already. According to

our Pak Watchers at Capcom, the updated quarter-muncher

will feature a new character who is said to be the ultimate

boss. What's his name? We’ll race you to the arcade.

FUTURE SAMIS
FOR THE

SUPER NES
Name Approximate Release

A.S.P. Air Strike Patrol Spring '94

Barkley: Shut Up And Jam Spring '94

Battletech Fall '94

Beavis And Butthead Fall '94

Beauty And The Beast Spring ‘94

Blackthorne Summer '94

Breath Of Fire Summer '94

Bubsy 2 Fall '94

Captain Commando Summer ‘94

Citadel Fall '94

Clay Fighter Tournament Edition Spring '94

Double Dragon SL The Shadow Falls Fall '94

Crazy Chase Fall ‘94

Oemon's Blazon Fall '94

Dragon View Summer '94

Final Fantasy in Fall '94

FireTeam Rogue Fall '94

Fun N' Games Winter '94

Impossible Mission 2025 Summer '94

Jammitl Summer "94

Joe & Mac 2 Spring '94

Juggernauts Fall ‘94

Jungle Book Summer '94

King of Dragons Spring ‘94

Kirby's Tee Shot Summer '94

Knights of Justice Fall '94

Knights of the Round Spring '94

Liberty or Death Spring ‘94

Lord of the Rings Summer "94

Mickey's Ultimate Challenge Winter '94

Mr. Nutz Spring ‘94

NFL Quarterback Club Fall ‘94

Operation Europe Summer '94

Reign Of Superman Fall '94

Rise Of The Robots Summer ‘94

Sound Fantasy Fall '94

Spectre Spring ‘94

Speedy Gonzalez Summer ‘94

Spike McFang Spring ‘94

Stunt Race FX Summer ‘94

Super Adventure Island II Summer '94

Super Metroid Spring '94

Super Pitfall Fall '94

Tarzan Fall '94

WorldCup USA 94 Summer '94

GAME BOY
Name Approximate Release

Donkey Kong '94 Spring '94

John Madden Football Summer '94

Itchy & Scratchy: Miniature Golf Madness Summer '94

Monster Max Spring '94
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1 SAVEmoo
WHEN YOU PURCHASE ONE
SUPER NES GAME PAH. mzsm

MANUFACTURER'S COUPON OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 30,1994

WHEN YOU PURCHASE ONE
SUPER NES GAME PAK.
CONSUMER Coupon is only valid toward die purchase ol the

specifiod game pat Coupon must be submitted to an authored
CAPCOM retailer by the primed expiration date at the bme ol pur

chase in order to receive the discounts the retail selling price,

UmuoM coupon per speciliodjjaniepak purchase. No othej dis-

SAVE

Hey! Rip this S10.00

Power Certificate out

and use it to score a

SuperNES Game Pak

before June 30, 1994.

SAVE

Hey! Rip this S5.00

Power Certificate out

and use it to score a

Super NES Game Pak

before June 30, 1994.

SAVE

Hey! Rip this S4.00

Power Certificate out

and use it to score an

NES Game Pak before

June 30, 1994.

10003B

MANUFACTURER'S COUPON
|

OFFER EXPIRES JUNE 30,1994
|

SAVE$4J00
WHEN YOU PURCHASE ONE

NES GAME PAK.
CONSUMER; Coupon is only valid toward the purchase ot the



DETACH HERE

SPECIAL BONUS FOR
MEMBERS ONLY!

MANUFACTURER COUPON

IMPORTANT: II you purchased your store's Game Paks through an authorized Capcom distributor, you must indicate that distributor to be reimbursed.

NAME OF DISTRIBUTOR:

4 DETACH HERE

MANUFACTURER COUPON
CONSUMER: Coupon is only valid toward the purchase ol the specdied^ame pak Coupon must be submitted to an authorized Capcom retailer by the printed

IMPORTANT: II you purchased your store's Game Paks throughan authorized Capcom distributor, you must indicate that distributor to be reimbursed

NAME OF DISTRIBUTOR: f

< DETACH HERE

MANUFACTURER COUPON

IMPORTANT: II you purchased your store's Game Paks through an authorized Nintendo distributor, you must indicate that distnbutor to be reimbursed.

NAME OF DISTRIBUTOR:
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5

POWER CARD #106

NHL STANLEY CUP™

POWER CARO #112

KIRBY'S PINBALL LAND™

POWER CARD #116

MIlWIMi This is thegame thatputs you

righton the ice with the bestteams inpm hockey!
You can play an entireseason and try to win the

championship, or you can just tty to beatyour best

triend. The Mode 7 graphics make this game so
realyou shouldneeda helmet!

Everybody's favorite ball oiair

hasnowbecome a real ball in his own pinball

game. In this game youcanplay several dHferent
pinball tables, each with its own special tricks

and secrets. Watch for the special items and

warp stars toscorn really big points.

LESTER THE UNLIKELY"

With his favorite comic in hand,

Lestertakesa long walk offa shortpier. He falls

asleep in the wrongplace andsoon finds himseH

on a doomed freighterheaded for a desert island.

Can you rescue the islandkingand get LesteroH
the island?

I SYSTEM: Game Boy
GAME TYPE: PinballAction

k Of PLAYERS: 1

RELEASED: 11/33

Stage 3: The Totem Poles

©1993 HAL lobofotary lnc.©1993 Nintendo

POWER CARD #70

SYSTEM: SuperNES
GAME TYPE: Adventure

k Of PLAYERS: 1

RELEASED: 12/33

COMPAMY: DTMC'

"

TONI AND JERRY
'

Jerryembarks on

game ot catandmouse to find his missing

cousin, Tully! With Tom around everycomer,
Jerry had bettermove fast ifhe wants to survive

this Ten Level adventure!

POWER CARD #105

ROCKN'ROLL RACING™

Planet to planet— you've got to

race for all the points youcan gel Themam loads

ofoptions to include on yourcar guns, tires,

shocks, armor, andmom. With sixplanets to

conquer, the challenge isalways them. Let the

green Hag drop andgo hr the glory!

POWER CARD #01

BATTLETDADS & DOUBLE DRAGON:

THE ULTIMATE TEAM

CMMUNCf
Tty to finish the firstscreen

Wore your timer falls below-

OMUMMI Can you score therm

points ateach level?

The Dark Queen and the

Shadow Boss have teamedup ina vile plot of

world domination. Can you stop them with the

combined forces ofthe Battletoads and the

Double Dragon twins. BillyandJimmyLee? You

must destroy the Colossus andmake sum these

diabolical plansam mined!

SYSTEM: Game Boy

GAME TYPE: Cartoon Action

k Of PLAYERS: I

Novice: Password: KVHTLHB1CZG

loilieie Password: SGY8R4CV VQPT

m
!

CtUUfMfif EVitfi what character can you

beat the Stage l-2MiniBoss, without losing a

player?

Bash

COMPAMY: Hi Tech Expressions

SYSTEM: SuperNES

GAME TYPE: CarRacing

* Of PLAYERS: 2

RELEASED: W

: SYSTEM- NES
GAME TYPE: Street Fighting Action

HOF PLAYERS: 2

©1993 Interplay Pradudtoos ©1993 Silicon 8 Synopse, Inc.



ALL NEW

COMING IN MAY, VOLUME 60

The Jetsons - Invasion of the Planet Pirates

Joe & Mac 2
Bonk’s Adventure
Black Bass Lure Fishin

SPORTS SCENE
All the latest sports games are featured in next month’s

issue. Just as baseball season gets into full swing, catch

the lineup of new baseball games. Batter-up!

1

1U SISTF.NDO POWER



TIJIIjID'
Do you know what
games these endings

belong to?

wEH.
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Rector

HanHirttmg realism. Mode 7.

Slam. Jam. Rush. Dunk. Score

Play j

Over 100 sports super hits.



4. ETRoAtoT S, 6/*V
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Our goal is to try and preserve classic videogame magazines

from years gone by before they are lost forever.

Thanks goes out to all the people who make this possible.

From the original editors and writers,

to everyone involved in acquiring and digitizing these magazines.

People interested in helping us out, in whatever way possible.

Either by donating classic magazines, scanning, editing or distributing them,

visit us at http://www.retromags.com

We are only interested in preserving classic magazines

that are at least 5 yeans out ofprint.

We have no desire or intention to profit from these in any way.

So please, ifyou come across people trying to sell these releases, don't support them!

Thank You and ENJOY!


